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For the Year Ending December 31st
As Compiled by the Town Officers
Uf^'ti<SlTY OF NEW HaMRJSWU^*
CIRCA 1918
O.U.A.M. HALL
The Order of United American Mechanics (O.U.A.M.) was organized in
Seabrook on April 12, 1G92. This chapter of the O.U.A.M. was called
the Governor Ueare Council #15.
The principles of this organization were "to maintain free represent-
ative government, to war against vice in any form, to uphold our
American system of general education, the protection of the interests
of all Americans, and the restriction of immigration."
In 1912, the Governor Ueare Hall Association was incorporated. The
subject of this corporation was "to build and maintain a Hall for the
use of Gov. Weare Council No. 15 Order of United American Mechanics of
Seabrook, New Hampshire, and to rent the said Hall for whatever purposes
said Corporation may vote, and to turn over all proceeds received over
and above the cost of said Hall and running expenses to said Gov. Weare
Council No. 15."
The following members signed the incorporation papers:
Lincoln L. Brown (1868-1929)
son of Sylvester L. Brown & Martha D. Clough, Seabrook, NH
yilliam E. Walton (1843-1935)
son of Jonathan VJalton & Mary Beckman, Hampton Falls, NH
Stephen U. Watts Seabrook, NH
William L. Boyd (1859-1942)
son of John P. Boyd & Nancy Eaton, Seabrook, NH
Samuel A. Brown (1889-1975)
son of Charles C. Brown & Emeline Follansbee, Seabrook, NH
Ronie E. Eaton (1889-1935)
son of Jacob F. Eaton & Eliza A. Souther, Seabrook, NH
Harry E. Dow (1884-1941)
son of Alfred N. Dow & Helen F. Fowler, Seabrook, NH
George F. Brown Hampton Falls, NH
James H. Crelghton Hampton Falls, NH
Charles I. Akerman (1879-1935) Hampton Falls, NH
The O.U.A.M. Hall was used by the residents of Seabrook as a dance hall,
novie theatre, grange hall, church supper hall, post office, court
house, selectmen's office, barber shop, grocery store.
The building shown above was burned on January 14, 1922. Shortly after-
ward, the O.U.A.M. rebuilt the hall. In the early 1970s it was sold,
and converted to a professional building. It is located on the west
side of Lafayette Rd . next to the Governor Weare Apartment Building
Complex.
Photo acquired for the Historical Society by Donald N. Small (1926-1974)
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TOWN CLERK Three Year Term
Virginia L. Fowler 1987
SELECTMEN & ASSESSOR THREE YEAR TERM
Frederick B. Felch 1985
James C. Falconer 1986
Earlene U. Locke 1987
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS Three Year Term
Leon W. Clark 1985
Bruce G. Brown 1986
Gary K. Fowler 1987
TAX COLLECTOR Three Year Term
Lillian L. Knowles 1985
TREASURER Three Year Term
Carol L, Perkins 1987
ROAD AGENT One Year Term
Vernon G. Dow Sr. 1985
CHIEF OF POLICE Appointed
Roy F. Crossland
FIRE CHIEF One Year Term
Ernest B. Sanborn 1985
CONSTABLES One Year Term
Elliot L. Eaton 1985
M. Marty Cerasi 1985
Asa H. Knowles III 1985
MEMBERS OF THE PLANNING BOARD Three Year Term
Katherine Casper (R) 1985 Oliver Fowler (A) 1985
Mildred S. Siress 1985 William W. Moore, Jr. 1987
Robert J. Godbout(R) 1986 James A. Watts, Jr. 1987
William M. McLaughlin 1985
MEMBERS OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE Three Year Term
E. Albert Weare 1985 *James L. Fowle, Sr. 1986
Warren Crawford 1985 Benjamin E. Moore 1987
Reese Fowler 1986 Paul Cronin 1987
**John J. Dineen 1985
PARK COMMISSIONERS Three Year Term
Hollis G. Eaton 1985 Henry H. Boyd 1986 John B. Fowler Jr. 1987
1
SUPERVISORS OF CHECK-LIST Six Year Term
Bruce G. Brown 1986 Milan W. Knowles Sr . 1988 Elsie M. Small 1990
MODERATOR Two Year Term
Stanley A. Hamel 1986
TRUSTEE OF LIBRARY Three Year Term
Charlotte K. Marshall 1986
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT Two Year Term
Benjamin E. Moore (Floterial District) 1986
Charles H. Felch Sr. 1986







CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR Appointed
Norman L. Brown
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT Appointed
Leon Clark 1985 Albert W. Eaton 1987
Lucille Moulton 1985 Paul J. Cronin 1987
Phila Sturgis 1985 Nancy Crossland 1988
(Alternate) Elizabeth Thibodeau 1989
William V. Dolan 1986
* Removed
** Appointed
RESULTS OF TOWN ELECTION
MARCH 13, 1984
TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTES CAST 1320
SELECTMEN & ASSESSOR VOTES
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
John G. DeMarco 398
Asa H. Knowles Jr 418
Earlene U. Locke 459
TOWN CLERK
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
Virginia L. Fowler * 1118
TREASURER
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
Carol L. Perkins 994
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
Gary K. Fowler 904
FIRE CHIEF
One Year Term (Vote for One)
Ernest B. Sanborn 1058
ROAD AGENT
One Year Term (Vote for One)
Vernon G. Dow .1031
PARK COMMISSIONER
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
John B. Fowler Jr. (Write-in) 133
MEMBER OF PLANNING BOARD
Three Year Term (Vote for Two)
Reese A. Fowler 351
William M. McLaughlin 373
William W. Moore Jr 625
James A. Watts Jr 573
MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
Three Year Term (Vote for Two )
Paul J. Cronin 802
Benjamin E. Moore (Write-in) 63
MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
One Year Term (Vote for One)
E. Albert Weare 819
CONSTABLES
One Year Term (Vote for Three)
M. Marty Cerasi 680
Elliot L. Eaton 744
Asa H. Knowles Jr. (Write-in) 126
MODERATOR
Two Year Term (Vote for One)
Stanley A, Hamel 846
SUPERVISOR OF CHECK-LIST
Six Year Term (Vote for One)
Joan Gallahue 309
Elsie M. Small 724
ARTICLE 2 : To see if the Town is in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 1, as proposed by the Plar\ning Board, for the Town of Seabrook
Zoning Ordinance:
1. To amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance Section IV B. Area and
Frontage, by replacing the last sentence, beginning with the
words, "Provided that...." with the following:
An additional dwelling building containing no more than one
living unit may be placed on a lot in those areas of Zone 1
and Zone 2 located to the east of Route 95 and to the west of
the Blackwater River, in addition to such buildings as are
otherwise herein permitted on a lot, provided that said lot
contains thirty thousand (30,000) square feet of land area
per dwelling unit.
YES 455 NO 499
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the Town is in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 2, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town of Seabrook
Zoning Ordinance:
2. To amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance by adding a new sub-
section to Section VII, as follows:
G. Certificate of Occupancy
No new non-residential building or structure shall be occupied
or used until a certificate of occupancy has been issued by the
Building Inspector and posted on the premises stating the purpose
for which the building may be used in its several parts, and all
special stipulations of the permit, if any.
YES 548 NO 393
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town is in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 3, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town of Seabrook
Zoning Ordinance:
3. To amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance by adding a new sect-
ion, as follows:
Section XI. Municipal Exemptions
The use of land by the Seabrook Housing Authority shall be
exempt from all provisions of this Zoning Ordinance.
YES 579 NO 482
ARTICLE 5: On petition of Leon W. Clark and seventeen (17) other legal
voters of the Town: Pursuant to RSA 32:1, to see if the Town will vote
to rescind the provisions of the Municipal Budget Law.
YES 288 NO 582
ARTICLE 6: On petition of Frank J. Palazzo and eleven (11) other voters





Shall the government of the Police Department of the Town
of Seabrook be entrusted to a Police Commission?
YES 406 NO 626
II. If so, shall such Police Commission be chosen by:
a. Popular election at town election; or
b. Appointment of the Governor with consent of the Council:
a. 356 b. 132
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
JANUARY 25, 1984
Salute to Flag led by James C. Falconer.
Mr. James Champoux appointed Assistant Moderator in the absence of
Moderator Stanley A. Hamel
.
Meeting called to order by Assistant Moderator James Champoux at 7 PM.
Warrant read by Moderator.
Under the new Charter a quorum of (125) must be present to conduct
this meeting.
Count taken is 100
Motion by Asa H. Knowles Jr. second by Walter I. Randall Jr. to postpone
this meeting for one half hour.
MOTION PASSED
Meeting reconvened at 7:35PM.
Count taken is 138
ARTICLE 1: Read by the Moderator, Upon petition of Paul D. Carey Jr.
and seventy-eight (78) other legal voters of the town: To see if the
town will accept Janvrin Drive as a Town owned road.
Motion by Jeffrey Campbell, second by Arthur Leverone to accept Article
1 as read.
Article 1 accepted as read.
MOTION CARRIED
Motion by Frederick B. Felch, second by James C. Falconer to adjourn
this meeting.
MOTION CARRIED




Town Warrant read by the Moderator Stanley A. Hamel.
School Warrant read by School Moderator Charles H. Felch.
Ballot Boxes inspected by Moderator and Election Workers.
The Polls declared opened at 10 AM and will remain open until at least
7 PM.
Absentee Ballots opened by Moderator and Town Clerk at 3 PM.
Polls declared closed at 7:03 PM.
Counting of Ballots completed at 10:30 PM.
Total Number of Voters on Check-list 3803
Total Number of Ballots printed 5057







































ADJOURNED TOWN MEETING HELD AT PASSACONAWAY HALL
SEABROOK, N.H.
MARCH 15, 1984
Adjourned Tovm Meeting called to order by Moderator, Stanley A. Hamel
at 7 PM.
Salute to flag led by Selectman, James C. Falconer.
No reconsideration of Articles at a subsequent meeting if we adjourn to
a later date.
All amendments must be presented to the Moderator in writing and must
be signed.
No article will be taken up after 11 PM. but any article that is being
worked on will be completed.
State law about smoking enforced. RSA 155:45.
ARTICLE 2 - YES 455 NO 499 (Zoning Ordinance)
ARTICLE 3 - YES 548 NO 393 (Zoning Ordinance)
ARTICLE 4 - YES 579 NO 482 (Zoning Ordinance)
ARTICLE 5 - YES 288 NO 582 (Rescind Municipal Budget Law)
ARTICLE 6 - YES 406 NO 626 (Police Commission)
ARTICLE 7: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and to
renew and refund Town notes."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 7 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 8: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money
from the state, federal or another governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance with the procedures
set forth' in RSA 31:95-b."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 8 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 9: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize and empower the Selectmen to appoint such permanent police
officers, firemen and employees for all other departments of the Town as
they deem necessary."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 9 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 10: read by the Moderator, ''To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell at public auction or by advert-
ised sealed bids such Town property as is no longer used by the Town.
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
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Article 10 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 11: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote pur-
suant to authority under RSA 80:42 III to authorize the Selectmen to
sell tax title property in the first instance to former owners of the
property or the heirs of said owners for a sum not less than the out-
standing taxes owed plus accrued interest to the date of tax deed; or
failing such sale, then by advertising sealed bids or public auction,
at the discretion of the Selectmen."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 11 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 12: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the prepayment of taxes and authorize the collector of taxes
to accept payments in prepayment of taxes in accordance with RSA 80:52-aV
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 12 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 13: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Treasurer to appoint a Deputy Treasurer in accordance with
RSA 41:29-a."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 13 as read. ADOPTED
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to take up
Article 28 at this time so the Engineers that are present can explain
this Article. Motion accepted.
Article 28: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Seven Hundred Thousand
($1,700,000) Dollars for the design plans and specifications for the
proposed wastewater collection, treatment and disposal facilities of a
municipal sewage system."
Motion by Willard Boyle, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt Article
28 as read. Motion accepted.
Amendment to Article 28 by Willard F. Boyle, second by James C. Falconer
i
Amendment accepted.
Amendment to Article 28:
(The expenditure of these funds shall only be authorized after the review i
and approval of the location of the outfall for the proposed sewage
system by the Town at an adjourned session of the current Town Meeting
or Special Town Meeting to be called for this purpose by the Selectmen.)
BALLOT ARTICLE YES 102 NO 136
ARTICLE AND AMENDMENT DEFEATED.
Motion by Frederick B. Felch, second by James C. Falconer, to take up
Article 34 at this time so the Design can be explained.
Motion accepted.
ARTICLE 34: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Hundred Fifty Thousand ($950,000)
Dollars for the purpose of loaning all or any portion of the amount to
the Seabrook Housing Authority, and will be used to construct housing
for the elderly in town. The Selectmen shall have the full discretion
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to set the terms and conditions of the loan including security, date and
form of the note or notes, so long as said terms and conditions are not
inconsistent with the intent and express terms of this article."
Motion by Arthur Fortin, second by Robert Gushing Jr., to adopt Article
34 as read
.
BALLOT ARTICLE YES 74 NO 176
ARTICLE 34 DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 14: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
adopt and ratify the following ordinances and amendments to ordinances
as printed in the annual town report :
"
Amusement Device Ordinance (Amendment) June 16, 1983
Regulations for the Use of the Seabrook
Cemeteries September 29, 1983
Town Dunes Ordinance July 28, 1983
Parking Ban Ordinance (Amendments) February 9, 1984
Town Parks and Recreation Areas Ordinance November 9 , 1983
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 14 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 15: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
adopt and ratify the Personnel Policy for the Town of Seabrook as revised
and adopted by the Board of Selectmen and as printed in the annual Town
report .
"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 15 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 16: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for use as an
offset against the following debt service:
Bond Purpose Amount
1955 Water Principal $25,000
1975 Water Principal 75,000
1975 Water Interest 50,000
$150,000
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 16 as read. ADOPTED
raise
ARTICLE 17: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
and appropriate the su:ii of Four Thousand Three Hundred Twenty Two
($4,322) Dollars as one year's membership in the Rockingham Planning
Commission.
"
Motion by Katherine Casper, second by James C. Falconer, to adopt
Article 17 as read. ADOPTED
Amendment to Article by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch
That the Town become a member of the Rockingham Planning Commission.
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Amendment adopted.
Article 17 and amendment adopted as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 18: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000) Dollars to
purchase an eight station multi-gym (Universal) for the Exercise Room
in the Seabrook Community Center."
Motion by Vernon Small, second by Diana Randall, to adopt Article 18
as read. ADOPTED
Amendment to Article 18 by Vernon R. Small, second by Diana Randall,
to change Article 18 to read the sum of Nine Thousand One Hundred
($9,100) Dollars.
Amendment Adopted. Article 18 passed as amended.
ARTICLE 19: read by the Moderator, " To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Two Thousand ($22,000) Dollars
to install a lighting system for the Seabrook BMX Track."
Motion by Harry Knowles, second by Diana Randall, to adopt A.rticle 19
as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 20: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand ($5,000) Dollars to
install fencing around the Seabrook BMX Track."
Motion by Diana Randall, second by Vernon R. Small, to adopt Article 20
as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 21: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred ($7,500)
Dollars for the codification of the town's ordinances, policies, rules
and regulations and other documents for the Seabrook Code
.
"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Eric N. Small, to adopt Article
21 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 22: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
appropriate Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars as the total cost of a Coastal
Zone Management (CZM) Planning Grant, to apply for Eight Thousand
($8,000) Dollars from the state and federal government as the 80% match
towards said grant, and to raise Two Thousand ($2,000) Dollars from
taxes as the town's 20% match to the above CZM grant."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 22 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 23: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand ($750,000)
Dollars for the purpose of acquiring by purchase or by eminent domain,
under terms deemed necessary and advantageous by the Selectmen, the land
or parts thereof commonly known as the Seabrook Sand Dunes, being fifty
(50) plus acres and located on the westerly side of Route lA and prin-
cipally owned by Seabrook Beach Homes, Inc., and by such other owners
as the records may indicate, for the establishment and protection of
open land and a natural preserve of sand dunes and related area."
Motion by Timothy Willis, second by Gertrude Humphrey, to adopt Article
23 as read. ADOPTED
Amendment by Timothy Willis, second by Vernon Small, to have Article 23
n
read Two Hundred Fifty Thousand ($250,000) Dollars for purchase of
Seabrook Sand Dunes
.
BALLOT ARTICLE YES 160 NO 56
ADOPTED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE 24: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred ($500) Dollars to aid in the
support of A Safe Place, which is operated by the Seacoast Task Force on
Family Violence."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 24 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 25: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Cora E. Stockbridge
and Twenty (20) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will
vote to designate the fiscal year of the Seabrook Water Department as
being January 1 to December 31 of each year, that the due date for pay-
ment of annual water bills be set at December 31 and further, to see if
the Town will vote that any late fees that are assessed be posted to
accounts on the first business day following December 31."
Motion by Cora Stockbridge, second by Elizabeth Thibodeau, to adopt
Article 25 as read.
Hand Vote YES 99 NO 35
ARTICLE 25 ADOPTED
ARTICLE 26: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
adopt a Deferred Compensation Retirement Plan for permanent, contract
and full time town officials and employees not covered under the New
Hampshire Retirement System and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Six Thousand ($26,000) Dollars as the Town's contribution to
said plan."
Motion by Virginia L. Fowler, second by James C. Falconer, to adopt
Article 26 as read.
HAND VOTE YES 98 NO 63
ARTICLE 26 ADOPTED AS READ.
ARTICLE 27: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars to
purchase an office management (micro-computer) system."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 27 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 29: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Trustees of the Trust Funds to withdraw the sum of One
Million Four Hundred Thousand ($1,400,000) Dollars from the Capital
Reserve Fund known as the Municipal Building Fund for the purpose of
design and construction of a new police station, and to name the
Selectmen of the Town as agents for the purpose of expending the monies
for this use and further to authorize them to enter into such contracts
and agreements as are necessary for this purpose."
The Selectmen are authorized to immediately expend no more than One
Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars for the design and planning of said
facility and shall only be authorized to expend the remaining balance
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after the review and approval of the design of said police station by the
Town at an adjourned session of this current Town Meeting or Special
Town Meeting to be called for this purpose by the Selectmen.
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Earlene U. Locke, to adopt Article
29 as read.
Explanation by Earlene U. Locke.
BALLOT VOTE YES 143 NO 56 ARTICLE 29 ADOPTED AS READ
ARTICLE 30: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Five Thousand ($105,000)
Dollars for the purpose of acquisition of land by purchase or eminent
domain under terms deemed necessary and advantageous by the Selectmen,
located on Centennial Street and owned by the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Manchester and consisting of approximately 10.5 acres for use as the
location of a new police station and other future municipal uses."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Earlene U. Locke, to adopt Article
30 as read. ADOPTED
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Earlene U. Locke to adjourn until^
7 PM. March 16, 1984.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 11:35 PM.
MARCH 16, 1984
ARTICLE 31: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Thousand ($500,000) Dollars
for planing and engineering fees and for the purchase of land for an
elderly housing complex, a fire station, a public works facility, and
other municipal uses .
"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 31 as read. ADOPTED
Report for this project was given by Ronald Eaton of the Fire Department.
This is the Merle Straw property on Lafayette Rd.
Amendment by Robert Cushing Jr., second by Arthur Fortin, to delete the
phrase "an elderly housing complex." YES 83 NO 42 (Hand vote)
Article and Amendment adopted. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 32: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Four Hundred ($20,400)
Dollars for the purpose of purchasing two police cruisers. Two existing
cruisers to be disposed of by sale or trade-in."
Motion by Roy F. Crossland, second by James C. Falconer, to adopt Article
32 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 33: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Michael F. Cross-
land and Forty Six (46) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Six
Hundred Ninety ($4,690) Dollars to be used to purchase two (2) snow-
mobiles for the use of the Police Department."
Motion by Michael F. Crossland, second by Roy Crossland, Jr., to adopt
Article 33 as read. DEFEATED
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ARTICLE 35: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand Five Hundred ($11,500)
Dollars to purchase a new air compressor for all town departments and to
be under the care and supervision of the Water Department."
Motion by Warner Knowles, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt Article
35 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 36: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Thirteen Thousand Five Hundred ($13,500)
Dollars to purchase a 3/4 ton utility truck for the Water Department and
to trade or auction off the 1977 1/2 ton pickup truck."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 36 as read.
Amendment by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to sell
for One ($1.00) Dollar to the Rockingham Nutrition organization the
1977 1/2 ton pickup truck.
Article as amended passed. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 37: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Eighty-five Thousand
($185,000) Dollars for the purpose of making improvements to the water
system.
"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 37 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 38: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Eight Thousand ($48,000) Dollars
to clean, paint and inspect the water standpipe located on New Zealand
Road."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 38 as read.
Amendment by Warner Knowles, second by Frederick B. Felch, to read
Forty Five Thousand ($45,000) Dollars.
Article as amended passed. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 39: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand ($20,000) Dollars for
hottopping, landscaping and other improvements at the Veteran's Memorial
Park."
Motion by Vernon R. Small, second by James C. Falconer, to adopt Article
39 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 40: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Nancy S. Crossland
and Thirty Four (34) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town
will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a committee of three
residents to study the feasibility of an enclosed in ground swimming
pool and all necessary equipment, said pool to be located at the new
recreation center on Lafayette Road."
Motion by Nancy S. Crossland, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 40 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 41: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
U
raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand Three Hundred Twenty One
($6,321) Dollars to purchase a communications system for the Civil
Defense Department."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 41 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 42: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Six Hundred Fifty
($12,650) Dollars for the purpose of purchasing a low-bed trailer to
haul our equipment over the road, instead of driving the vehicles, for
the Highway Department."
Motion by Vernon G. Dow, second by Arthur Leverone, to adopt Article
42 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 43: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand ($25,000)
Dollars for the purpose of purchasing a four wheel drive diesel farm
tractor to tow the town beach rake."
Motion by Arthur Leverone, second by Vernon G. Dow, to adopt Article 43
as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 44: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Two Thousand ($22,000) Dollars
for the purpose of purchasing a backhoe for the Highway Department, the
present backhoe to be traded."
Motion by Vernon G. Dow, second by Arthur Leverone, to adopt Article
44 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 45: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Two Thousand ($42,000) Dollar^
for the purpose of purchasing a six wheel diesel dump truck, including
wing and plow, for the Highway Department."
Motion by Arthur Leverone, second by Vernon G. Dow, to adopt Article
45 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 46: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Alton A. Leeming
see
and fourteen (14) other legal voters of the Town of Seabrook, to xf the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000)
Dollars for the purpose of installing four catch basins and necessary
drainage pipes to provide the storm drainage at Pine Cone Drive."
Motion by Alton A. Leeming, second by Katherine Casper, to adopt Article
46 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 47: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Marilyn C. Erick-
son and one hundred sixty (160) legal voters of the Town of Seabrook:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Five Thousand ($25,000) Dollars to raise and gravel Cross Beach Road
to a width of sixteen (16) feet from its beginning at Route lA running
westerly to the end thereof."
Motion by Robert Erickson, second by Vernon R. Small, to adopt Article
47 as read.
Motion by Clyde 0. Brown, second by Arthur Fortin, to amend Article 47
to Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars. Article as amended passed.
ADOPTED
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ARTICLE 48: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Earl S. Perkins
and fifty eight (58) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Five Thousand
($65,000) Dollars to install sidewalks on Lafayette Road, Railroad
Avenue, Walton Road, Farm Lane, and any other streets as funds permit;
to survey and acquire easements as necessary; said sidewalks to be
constructed and maintained by the Highway Department."
Motion by Earl S. Perkins, second by E. Albert Weare, to adopt Article
48 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 49: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Anthony G. Dow and
fifteen (15) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Eight Hundred
($8,800) Dollars to purchase the necessary materials and pipes, install
catch basins and secure easements, if needed, to install underground
drainage on Adams Avenue, beginning at a point easterly of the residence
of William Dow and running easterly approximately 900 feet."
Motion by Clyde 0. Brown, second by Vernon G. Dow, to adopt Article
49 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 50: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand Five hundred ($6,500)
Dollars to purchase new hose for the Fire Department .
"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch to adopt
Article 50 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 51: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Thirteen Thousand Five Hundred ($13,500)
Dollars to replace the present in house generator at the fire station."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 51 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 52: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Arthur F. Leverone
and fifteen (15) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town of
Seabrook shall call upon the Governor and Executive Council, its State
Representatives and State Senator to promptly convene a Special Session
of the Legislature for the sole purpose of preventing the imposition of
huge cost increases in electric rates resulting from the Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools and agencies
in the Town of Seabrook, and to direct the Selectmen to promptly notify
our above listed elected officials of the Town's desire."
Motion by Arthur Leverone, second by Robert ERickson, to adopt Article
52 as read. DEFEATED
ARTICLE 53: read by the Moderator, "On petition of Anne M. Watts and
thirty-three (33) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town
will vote to adopt the following ordinance: Poles for affixing lines
and wires for the above ground transmission of electricity, cable TV,
and telephone shall be permitted to be installed on the public ways and
streets of the Town, but lines and wires from the overhead lines and
wires to the premises serviced shall be underground unless the Board
of Selectmen shall permit an exception on finding that such permission
would not be detrimental to the public health, safety and welfare."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Robert Godbout , to postpone
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Article 53 indefinitely. POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 54: read by the Moderator, "On petition of PAtricia W. Martel
and ten (10) other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred ($500) Dollars to
help defray the expenses of the Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister
organization in the Town of Seabrook."
Motion by Vernon R. Small, second by Diana Randall, to adopt Article
54 as read. ADOPTED
vote to
ARTICLE 55: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will adopt the
^al^iuvcment Program as prepared by the Seabrook Planning Board in 1983,
and further to authorize the Planning Board to prepare and amend any
future recommended program of municipal capital improvement projects in
accordance with RSA 674:5."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 55 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 56: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars
to add to the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the "Motor Vehicle Fund."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 56 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 57: read by the Moderator, To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Thousand ($500,000)
Dollars for the purpose of adding said amount to the Capital Reserve
Fund, known as the "Municipal Building Fund?"
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch, to adopt
Article 57 as read. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 58: read by the Moderator, "To see if the town will vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund to be known as the "Sewer Fund" for the
purpose of constructing a municipal sewer system or sewerage treatment
works including the purchase of land therefore, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Million ($5,000,000) Dollars to be deposited
in said fund .
"
Motion by Bruce G. Brown, second by John DeMarco, to adopt Article 58
as read. ADOPTED
Amendment by Clyde 0. Brown, second by E. Albert Weare, to amend Article
58 to read Two Million ($2,000,000) Dollars.
ARTICLE AS AMENDED PASSED. ADOPTED
ARTICLE 59: read by the Moderator, " To see what sums of money the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the expense of the General
Government for the protection of persons and property, for health and
sanitation, for highways and bridges, for the support of the Town Poor
and for all necessary expenditures for the ensuing year."
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by E. Albert Weare, to adopt
$9,219,921 Dollars as the Total Budget.
Motion by Clyde 0. Brown, second by John DeMarco, to open Budget for
discussion. HAND VOTE YES 77 NO 37
MOTION PASSED
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Discussed was the Police Department , Fire Department and. .Tox/n Main-
tenance. No action was taken.
Total Budget voted $9,219,921.
Motion by James Champoux, second by Frederick B. Felch, to have the
Selectmen appoint a committee to look into the use of or disposition of
the CHASE HOMESTEAD.
MOTION PASSED
Motion by Virginia L. Fowler, second by James C. Falconer, to adjourn
this meeting. MOTION PASSED




Meeting called to order by Moderator Stanley A. Hamel at 7 PM.
Warrant read by Moderator Stanley A. Hamel.
Article 1 - read by Moderator "Disposal of and transportation of solid
waste".
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch to accept
Article 1 as read.
Question of a quorum by Asa A. Knowles Jr. Hands counted only 54
present. Selectmen suggest a 15 minute recess.
Fifteen minute recess taken and still not a quorum.
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch to adjourn
to the Community Center, Thursday, November 15, 1984 at 7 PM.
MOTION CARRIED
Meeting adjourned at 7:30 PM.
ADJOURNED SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
NOVEMBER 15, 1984
COMMUNITY CENTER
Meeting called to order by Moderator Stanley A. Hamel at 7 PM.
A request by the Moderator Stanley A. Hamel to count all registered
voters of the Town of Seabrook present in this hall.
Total registered voters present: 94 NO QUORUM
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frederick B. Felch to adjourn
this meeting with no further action.
Special Town Meeting adjourned at 7:10 PM.
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SELECTHEN'S REPORT
The purpose of this report is to inform the residents of Seabrook
of the achievements and problems encountered during 1984 and the goals
planned for the ensuing year.
The financial difficulties experienced at Seabrook Station had an
immediate effect on all aspects of town government. Since this facil-
ity is worth about 90 per cent of the property value of the town, it
has been paying the same proportionate share of the town's property
taxes. When it came time for the town to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes, the banking community was reluctant to lend to the town the
$5 Million Dollars which it needed in order to complete the special
projects authorized by the annual town meeting in March. We were only
able to borrow $1.3 Million Dollars which represented the non-Seabrook
Station property owners.
As a result, we had to impose a freeze on all capital projects in
addition to cutting back on some operating budget funds. By the end of
October our funds were nearly depleted; however, we were able to stay
in the black by holding payments for several weeks on billings and by
issuing the property tax bill during the first week in November. The
revenues from the property taxes came in quickly, and we were soon able
to pay off our debts in a timely manner. We extend our thanks to all
those residents who assisted us during this difficult time by paying
their tax bills promptly. A majority of the Board endorsed the semi-
annual property tax bills to avoid any future cash flow shortages.
The health problems which have existed at several of the apart-
ment complexes have finally received some positive action. The Leisure
Living Apartments were ordered to install a new sewage system, and the
Park Place Apartments are currently reconstructing their own system,
in addition to receiving a significant fine for failure to correct
their system.
We have found an increasing amount of our time must be spent with
union negotiations, employee grievances and personnel matters. We com-
pleted negotiating a two year contract with the Seabrook Permanent Fire
Fighters Association in the spring and in the late fall we began rene-
gotiating a two year contract with the Seabrook Police Association.
Our town counsel was delegated with the responsibility of negotiating
union contracts for us. During the year we handled five grievances--
four from the police union and one from a non-union employee. Adjust-
ments were made in the pay scale so that part-time employees are on a
forty month pay scale, and a pay increase of 3.5 per cent (Consumer
Price Index) was given to all town employees.
A part-time Welfare Agent and Civil Defense Director were hired,
along with a new building inspector, and a two year contract was signed
with the Administrative Assistant and a one year contract was renewed
with the flosquito Control Director.
We encountered numerous violations of our zoning ordinance which
consisted of violations in the following categories--junk cars, lot
lines, living units, site review plans, frontage, and setbacks. All
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infractions were pursued either by the owners eliminating the violation
or by seeking a variance from the Board of Adjustment. We established
a policy whereby a building permit cannot be issued until forty-eight
hours after the application is submitted to the Building Inspector.
Two hearings were held in which a member of the Board of Adjustment was
removed for not meeting the residency requirement, and a member of the
Planning Board was removed for non-attendance.
During the summer a plan was again instituted to provide parking
for both beach and uptown residents. Public toilets were set up next
to the police station and overall the program seemed successful; how-
ever, we intend to have a fifteen space parking lot constructed on a
strip of town owned land on Atlantic Avenue. We have also had all of
the town rights of way to the oceanfront surveyed, and it has been
found that over the years there have been many encroachments on this
town property. It is our intention to resolve this matter in 1985.
The Conservation Commission was delegated with the responsibility
of negotiating the purchase of the sand dunes on the west side of Route
lA. This project has been held up temporarily due to a decision of the
New Hampshire Wetlands Board to grant a permit for the construction of
a lot on the dunes which the town wishes to purchase. The Town is ask-
ing the Court to remand this decision back to the Wetlands Board for a
rehearing. During the summer several residents on the oceanfront side
of Ocean Drive petitioned the Wetlands Board for a permit to excavate
an extensive amount of beach sand from in front of their homes so that
their seawalls would protect their homes from winter storms. A profes-
sor from the University of Maine was hired by the town as an expert
witness for both cases. The Wetlands Board denied the request to re-
move the beach sand which was on town property.
We have good news for those residents who have been asking to pur-
chase grave sites at the Wildwood Cemetery. As a result of research
conducted at the Registry of Deeds and a recent survey, a total of about
280 grave sites have been located on the west side of this cemetery.
In November, a well attended ceremony was held at the Wildwood
Cemetery to dedicate the new Civil War Monument which was destroyed by
vandals about a year earlier. The new statue is made of bronze and is
an exact replica of the original one placed there in 1913.
With regard to town roads, the Highway Department was able to open
up the Ledge Road which extends from Blacksnake Road to Batchelder Road.
Although this road consists only of a gravel base, it now allows emer-
gency vehicles to have a more direct route to the residential areas in
the west section of town. We took action. to place gates and bars at a
certain point on the Old New Boston Road. Residents in that area were
being bothered by nonresidents using this road as access to the gravel
pits at the end of that road.
We held several meetings with citizens to try to resolve the prob-
lems encountered by users of Cable Vision. Complaints have been re-
ceived about unauthorized rate increases and original deposits on con-
vertor boxes. Our legal counsel has advised that new federal regula-
tions have been passed concerning Cable services and we have been
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advised to renegotiate a new franchise with this company once the regu-
lations are printed.
We initiated several organizational steps for our regular meetings,
including a set of rules of order as directed by the town charter and
holding monthly meetings with department heads. In order to streamline
the efficiency of the major departments, we have directed that a special
study be conducted on the organization of the police, water, fire, and
highway departments. To date, the New Hampshire Police Chief's Associa-
tion has started its study of the police department. We are hoping that
the results of this study can be used effectively when the plans are
drafted for the new police station.
During this past year, we have created many short and long term
goals to be accomplished for 1985 and 1986. Among the many projects
which we would like to see through to completion are the following:
the preserving and strengthening of our zoning ordinance, the creation
of a Department of Public Works, the construction of a new police sta-
tion, a long term solution to our solid waste problem, a drainage sys-
tem along all town roads, the revision of the town personnel policy and
a revised pay plan, the purchase of an office computer, the construc-
tion of Ledge Road, Lower Collins Street, and Cross Beach Road, the
codification of our town regulations, and the hiring of a Labor Rela-
tions Negotiator-Personnel Director.
We want to thank all of the members of special committees and com-
missions and all town employees and department heads who have worked to
make this a successful year.
Respectfully yours.




I believe it is important that the residents of Seabrook under-
stand the role of the Administrative Assistant (AA) in the daily opera-
tion of the town government.
One of the most important functions is in the financial area. The
Administrative Assistant works closely with the Treasurer compiling cash
flow projections so that the Treasurer will know how much money to rein-
vest at one time and the time period for reinvestment. In the past the
town has had to borrow money in anticipation of taxes. It is the task
of the AA to compile statistical information in order for the bank to
publish a disclosure of the town's financial status; this document is
distributed to the banks participating in the bidding process for the
Tax Anticipation Notes.
In addition, the AA must also complete a Statement of Appropria-
tions form along with other information in order for the Department of
Revenue Administration to establish the town's tax rate in the fall.
The AA has the job of coordinating all departmental budgets into booklet
form for the Budget Committee, as well as developing budgets for the
following accounts--Town Office Salaries, Town Office Expense, Town Hall,
Office Clerks, Human Services, Old Age Assistance and Aid to Permanently
and Totally Disabled, Interest on Temporary Loans, Retirement and Social
Security, and Insurance.
Two additional responsibilities were delegated to this office in
1984--implementing the Financial Freeze and the Capital Improvement
Program, The AA coordinated the freeze with the Selectmen. Items ap-
propriated in the operating budget and special article accounts, total-
ing $5,000,000, were delayed. This information was distributed to all
department heads who cooperated during this difficult time. This pro-
gram required regular cash flow projections and monthly monitoring of
expenditures.
The 1984 annual town meeting directed the Selectmen to initiate a
Capital Improvement Program. This program was the first step taken by
the town to make long-range plans for capital improvements. All depart-
ment heads, committees and agencies funded ty the town were asked to
submit projected capital projects of over $10,000 which might be required
over the next six years. The Selectmen set priorities for the projects,
which were then referred to the Planning Board, whose task it was to de-
termine whether or not the proposals fell in line with the recommenda-
tions of the Town's Comprehensive Plan. The Planning Board's action and
comments were then turned back to the Selectmen, who then submitted the
proposals to the Budget Committee in the form of special warrant articles.
Another duty of the AA is to apply for available federal funds.
Four projects have been applied for through the Coastal Zone flanagement
Grant Program-- a management plan for the sand dunes ($10,000), engin-
eering plans for Cross Beach Road ($12,000), mapping of the town's prime
wetlands ($12,000), and the dredging of the Farm Lane Canal ($62,000).
From time to time the AA is required to conduct research for the
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Selectmen on major projects. This year there were four prime projects
which the Administrative Assistant handled--sol id waste disposal, direc-
tor of public works, codification of town regulations and revenue shar-
ing survey.
With the refusal of SCA Services Inc. to renew its five year con-
tract with the Town, the AA was charged with arranging for the disposal
and hauling of the town's solid waste with other companies. Proposals
were received from four businesses--Refuse Fuels in Haverhill, f'assa-
chusettsi Browning-Ferris Industries in Portsmouth, Mew Hampshire;
Northeast Solid Waste Committee in North Andover, Massachusetts; and
Lakes Region Disposal Company in Rochester, Mew Hampshire. Both the
Road Agent, Selectmen, and the AA visited the landfill site in Rochester
and the Waste to Energy site in Haverhill.
Much research was conducted to discover how towns from Concord,
New Hampshire, to northeastern "".assachusetts were handling their waste
disposal problems. The AA attended a day long seminar in Concord, Mew
Hampshire, on Waste to Energy facilities and a two day annual meeting
of the New Hampshire Municipal Association, where much information was
obtained on this subject.
The town of Seabrook has been made a member of the Portsmouth
Solid Waste District, and the AA secured approval from this District
for a sub-district plan, so that Seabrook could enter into a long term
contract with the facility at Haverhill. In addition, the AA partici-
pated in the negotiations with town counsel on the contract with Refuse
Fuels.
The Selectmen are sponsoring a proposal to create a Department of
Public Works, which will combine the water, cemetery, solid waste,
parks, street light departments, and street drainage under a Director
of Public Works. The AA contributed to this program by preparing an
organizational chart of the proposed department, an outline of the re-
sponsibilities and job description of the Director and revised the job
descriptions of the Road Agent, Public Works Foreman, and the Water
Foreman.
The town charter directed the Board of Selectmen to have all town
regulations codified into one booklet. The 1984 town meeting raised the
funds to have this work completed. The Town Counsel and the AA were
given the job of reviewing the proposed document with the representative
of General Code Publishers Corporation of Rochester, New York, to deter-
mine what should be included in this book. The final recommendations
were then turned over to the Selectmen for decision-making purposes.
The Town has annually received about $150,000 in Federal Revenue
Sharing Funds. In order for towns to continue to receive such funds,
they must comply with the new Section 504 Handicapped Regulations. The
AA attended a seminar in Concord in the spring, which outlined the
Town's responsibilities. A survey of all town owned and town used
buildings was conducted to see whether or not the town programs were be-
ing held in barrier free facilities. In addition, a grievance procedure
was prepared for the Selectmen's endorsement, and public notices were
issued verifying that the town did not discriminate against the handi-
capped.
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During 1984 more than a dozen accident claims were processed by
the AA's office to the Blake Insurance Company in Portsmouth. This
process involves a notification to the insurance company in writing
with accident reports and estimates of damages, along with follow up on
the claims. The AA also reviews with the insurance agent financial and
physical statistics of the town as part of the renewal process of the
policies. The AA keeps an up to date file on certificates of insurance
of local contractors performing services for the town. The certificate
assures the town that any Claim filed against a contractor performing
work for the town will be made on the contractor's policy and not the
town's. Additional policies were obtained as follows--workmen' s com-
pensation for the part time police patrolmen and a $10,000 Accidental
Death and Dismemberment and Life Policy for the Seabrook Fire Fighters.
Another item coordinated by the AA is the surety bonds for town officials.
In the area of personnel, interviews were conducted with applicants
for dump attendant, police dispatchers and fire chief's secretary. Tests
were coordinated for job openings which included fire fighters, police
patrolmen, and police sergeants. Public notices were posted for openings
on the Board of Adjustment, Welfare Agent, and Housing Authority. The AA
also responded to five employee grievances.
The AA prepares many written materials and documents for the Select-
men. Sections of the Fire Fighter's contract were rewritten and a con-
tract was prepared for the Civil Defense Director. Forms were created
for the biannual inventory of town property, junk yard permits, and re-
vision of the building permit application and occupancy permits, in addi-
tion to the Parking Ban Ordinance and the Procedures for Bonding of Sub-
division Development roads. The AA's office prepares a municipal direc-
tory of all town officials and committee members, and the AA drafts the
Town Warrant and prepares the Annual Town Report for publication.
The Administrative Assistant serves as a liaison with town counsel,
relaying information to the town attorney on legal questions asked by the
Selectmen and on court cases.
The AA coordinated the beach parking plan with the road agent and
police department, forwarded citizen complaints to the proper department
heads, and organized the weekly agenda for the Selectmen's meeting.
Some of the goals I would like to see implemented by this office
in 1985 include the revision of the current personnel policy, the in-
stallation of a small business computer for the town hall, the town's
compliance with the handicapped regulations of Revenue Sharing, and a
study and rebidding of the town's insurance policies.
I would like to extend my appreciation to the employees at the town
hall, department heads, committee members and selectmen for cooperating




SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL REPORT
On May 30, 1984, SCA Services Inc. declined to renew its five
year solid waste disposal contract with the town. Our temporary
contract with Refuse Fuels Associates of Haverhill, Massachusetts, will
expire on April 1, 1985.
Since then we have searched for a solution to our solid waste
problem with the guidance of the New Hampshire Bureau of Solid Waste
and the Mew Hampshire Resource Recovery Association. We have found
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Term of Contract--uncontrolled price
at the end of 3 years--Straight CPI











Cost--Straight CPI, plus increases Cost doesn't include hauling
in gate fee
Landfill
'..'e recommend a 20 year contract with Refuse Fuels Associates. A
long term contract will control the annual costs and will guarantee the
town a place for waste disposal (3,500 tons per year). In the long
run we believe Refuse Fuels will be our least expensive option, as
its formula for a yearly increase in costs is based on an adjusted
annual Consumer Price Index; whereas the BFI Waste Systems requires
a straight, annual CPI increase and the Lakes Region Disposal Co., Inc.
has the same formula along with increases due to gate fee costs.
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Althounh the proposal to haul our waste to Portsmouth offers the
best price of the four ontions, we will have to nenotiate a new
anreement at the end of three years at an unknown orice.
We hope you will review this information carefully and respond
with questions about our research and this proposal prior to voting
on these ontions at the adjourned town meeting on March 14.
Respectfully yours,
James C. Falconer, Chairman
Frederick B. Felch
Earlene U. Locke
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Harrison L. Eaton, Hrs.
Harry Evans
Jerome Evans, Hrs.




















Ed L. Perkins, Hrs.
Description
4^ acres marsh
1 acre Fowler marsh
Pickens Ave.
Cross Beach
7 acres Tilton land
Eaton land
2 acres marshland
1/8 interest - 2 pes. marshland
1 ac . Chase land; 4 acs. Chase
& Pike land; 1 ac . Felch stump;
3 acs. Eaton Homestead; 3h acs.
Dow Island; Twomhly land





Certain parcel of land
7 acres marsh





h homestead & bldg. So. Main St.
14 acres marsh
9 acs. marsh, 10 acs. marsh,
4 acs. marsh
Evans stump & pond wood land
i$ ac . Felch landjl^i acs. marsh




5 acres Perkins woodland
3 acres Gove marsh
8 acres Beckman woodland
^ 3 acres Rock marsh
Land on River Street
7 acres land




7 acs. Collins woodland, 4^2 acs.
sprout land
1% acres tract land
2 lots, h acre stump land
3 acres flats
3^ acres marsh




Property owned by Town (Con't.)


















John N. Walton, Hrs,
Theresa Walton, Est,
VJm. H. Walton, Est.
Alice M, Weare
George 0. Weare




2 acres marsh, 4 acres marsh
9 pes. land
3 2 acre pes. marsh
1 ac. Joy wood; Ih acs. Lock
Tillage;Roak land; h ac. Cross Id.
^ acre value, Ih acs. Perkins Id.
3 acres Gillis land
1 acre Boynton land
h ac. woodland, 2 acres Dow Id.
h ac. stump land
4 acs. Smith stump, B. Chase land
<2h acs. Pettengill stump, Ih acs.
tillage




3 acres Dow wood, h ac. marsh,
2h acres marsh









Chase Homestead, Rte. 1 11.7 acres
Crovetti Well Field, True Rd. 17.7
Fogg-Pineo Well Field, Mill Ln. 17.3
Meeting House Land, Rte. 1 3.1
Public Works Garage, Railroad Ave. 1.0
Riley Well Fields, Ledge & Blacksnake Rds. 28.6
Rock Well Fields, Rte. 107 112.7
Sand Dunes, East of Atlantic Avenue 19.0
Town Hall, Rte. 1 1.7






0.7 ac. Hillside Cemetery 18.2 ac,
2,0 Public Works Garage 1.2
6.0 Water Standpipe 1.0
3.5 Vet. Memorial Park 7.8




Current Ration of Assessments to Market Price
State of New Hanoshire Department of Revenue Study in Seabrook,
olaced the ratio about 74X. The Town of Seabrook continues to have an
inflationary trend in real estate values and a strono market demand.
New Construction
New construction and additions to existino construction for 1984
amounted to 260 nrooerty additions. At the current rate of permit
anplications and continued additional construction it is exoected that
we will exceed the 1984 nrooerty additions this cominn sorinn for the
tax year 1985.
Public Service Comnany vs. Town of Seabrook
Public Service Comnany has contended that the assessments for the
years 1978 throunh 1984 have been excessive, unjust and unfair. The
litination anainst the Town of Seabrook has finally worked its way uo
to the docket of the New Hampshire Sunreme Court for final decision.
The Town of Seabrook is confident that it will fare well in the final
outcome. The Town of Seabrook Assessinn Denartment has followed the
strictest orofessional appraisal practices that we oossibly could. As
a matter of fact, we have done considerable research into annraisal
practice and procedure to be sure that we did so.
Mobile Home Values and Assessments
Market sales studies both by the State of New Hamoshire appraisal
division and the town Assessinn Department indicate that mobile homes
(manufactured housing) in narks and mobile homes on owner land or Land
of Another, are accelleratinn in market value at a yery rapid rate.
The national averane market increase is between 8% and 12% oer annum,
depending upon location. We believe that Seabrook is at the higher
end of the growth statistics.
This phenomenon has many logical reasons, but what the statistics
say is that if you Purchased a mobile home on a site or lot just four
years ano, you could nrobably sell it today for 48% more than what you
bought it for. Based upon these happenings, some assessors in New
Hampshire have reviewed and increased the assessment values of mobile
homes in their jurisdictions.
The Assessinn Department in Seabrook has decided not to do this,
but dependinn unon the outcome of certain key court decisions it is







I started as the Buildinn Inspector in October 1984. My job
consists of upholding the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Seabrook.
These ordinances are designed to protect the land owners' rinhts from
neighbors and vice versa . Also, my job is to assist the public to
understand the Zoning Ordinances and to guide them in the right
direction as far as the Planninn Board and Board of Adjustment are
concerned. I also act as a liaison between these boards and attend
their meetings in case a question of zoninn arises.
During the course of 1984 there were 221 building permits issued,
with a total estimated value of 3,689,381.00 dollars. A further
summary of figures for the year are:
17 single family residences valued at: $490,400
2 duplex homes valued at: 80,000
53 mobile homes valued at: 1,491,708
3 industrial buildings valued at: 889,000
4 mercantile stores valued at: 235,000
60 housing additions valued at: 228,840
26 garages valued at: 77,700
56 general permits valued at: 196,733
221 Building Permits valued at: $3,689,381
Thank you for your compliance with the Building Inspector and




SEABROOK BEACH VILLAGE DISTRICT REPORT
The Seabrook Beach Village District held their annual meeting on
Tuesday, March 27, 1984, in the Warren West Memorial Building with
Robert Gallahue, Moderator, conducting the meeting.
The following officers were elected:
Timothy Willis Commissioner - 3 years
Dorothy L. Nicholson Clerk - 1 year
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Thomas J. Battles Treasurer - 1 year
John J. Dineen Moderator - 1 year
The precinct has its own Board of Adjustment with the followinq
residents servinn on the Board:
Mark Janos Chairman




Mary P. Vivenzio Alternate
Dorothy Nicholson Alternate
The Beach Commissioners meet in the Warren West Buildinn once a
month and the Seabrook Women's Club hold several of their meetings
there also. The hall is also rented to townsoeoole for showers,
receptions, etc. The buildinn has also been used by members of the
police denartment for some schooling as well as havinn meetinns. The
buildinn was also used by the police department when they were bookinn
individuals from "Operation Snowfall" which took nlace in January 1984.
In October the resinnation of Commissioner Dennis Sheehan was
accented with renrets (due to a health nroblem). Thomas J. Battles
was aooointed to serve as a commissioner for the remainder of the year,
Resoectfully submitted,
Timothy Willis
VILLAGE DISTRICT BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
35 Buildinq Permits were issued for the year. Estimated buildinn
costs were $504,510.
29 permits were for additions and renovations, 1 was for a
swimminn pool, and 5 were for new house construction.
Respectfully submitted,
Louis E. Janos
Villaqe District Buildinn Inspector
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POLICE REPORT FOR 1984
PATROL DIVISION
Medical and/or ambulance assists
Fire Assists
Escorts (local business, boats, etc.)
Accidents
Alarms
Assists to motorists locked out of their cars
Assists to other communities and/or agencies
All other items requirinn police response
Total calls requirinn police response
Informational and other miscellaneous items logged




REPORT OF THE YOUTH SERVICES OFFICER
Durinq the calendar year 1984 we had the following statistics:
50 New juvenile arrests
3 Repeat juvenile arrests
40 Juvenile cases entered into Hanmton District Court
3 Run-aways who later returned unharmed to their homes
During the past year we continued with the practice of holding
juvenile offenders accountable for their wronndoinns by having them
work for the community in some way rather than just fining the parents.
This practice will continue as we feel that it is working for the
betterment of the child involved and also benefits the community. In
addition to just nicking up trash on town roads other projects were
undertaken, such as cleaning up the wooded area around the Community
Center, working to smooth out the B.M.X. track and cleaning the
surrounding area. These projects directly benefit other youths in
the community.
This past summer we had one cadet working for the oolice depart-
ment. This younn lady excelled at the police cadet academy held at
St. Anselms College in Manchester, New Hampshire, and was named as
the spokesman for the class. This was no doubt as much of an honor
for this young lady as it is for the police department and the Town of
Seabrook.
Toward the end of this year the department ordered and received
some new materials to help educate young children about the dangers
of stranners and how to avoid beinn hurt by stranners. We use an
animated audio visual format to drive home important information to
the children without scaring them. Also materials are sent home in
the hopes that these will be looked at by the parents and again
discussed with the child. This will be an ongoing program throughout
the school year.
The department held its second annual auction and auctioned off
were many unclaimed bicycles, and other items. There were some
excellent buys and the storage trailer was once again cleaned out.
The next auction will be durinq the month of June and we hone it will
be wel 1 attended.
Respectfully submitted,
floward P. Page III
Youth Services Officer
POLICE STATION BUILDING COMMITTEE
The Police Station Building Committee met several times during
the year and maintained the three members who served on the site
committee comprised of Earlene U. Locke, Chairman, Sandra Carey, Clerk,
and Roy Crossland, Chief of Police. Two members were added to the
committee, namely, Paul J. Cronin, former Chief of Police, and
Marion B. Kin lock.
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At one meetinn the committee met with several architects who
submitted plans for the new station. However, none proved to be what
the committee felt would be suitable to meet the needs of the community,
Another meeting was held and a Mr. Krause of C.M.K. Architects showed
blueprints, floor olans, etc., for a police station his company was in
the process of building. After a short discussion the committee






Related Leach Field or Septic System Problems 90
Annual Inspections of All Restaurants 1
Annual Inspections of All Hair Styling Establishments 1
Complaints of Improper Garbage Disposals 1
Complaints of Effluent Water Running Into Stream 2
Complaints of Effluent Water in Road, Drains or Culverts 3
Cease and Desist Orders 3
Septic Systems Inspected and Permits Issued 81
Businesses Inspected and Licenses Issued 78
Complaint of Rodents 1
Complaint of Odor from Manure 1
Inspection of Day Care School 1
Conditions of Child Welfare Case 1
Complaint of Oil Running Onto Town Property 1
Check on Swimming Pool 2





The Street Light Committee met several times during the early
part of 1984 but after the "freeze" on spending went into effect it
(the committee) was practically inactive for the remainder of the year,
Locations where residents had requested street lights were
viewed and recommendations to the Board of Selectmen were made
accordingly.
It was brought to our attention that the lighting of the highway
(Route 1) near the Recreation Center was very bad. We spent consider-
able time watching people cross the road at that particular spot and
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readily agreed better liqhtinq was definitely needed. As a result the
existing lights were changed to 400 watt sodium lights which have
greatly improved the visibility in the area.
We also learned there were three linhts in the Rocks Road area
which were no longer on town prooerty. He requested the termination
of these three lights.
Three 100 watt mercury vapor lights were recommended for Ledge
Road.
Removal of the bridge on Railroad Avenue made a drastic change
on the street. That area was checked several times and each time we
were of the same opinion. We recommended changing one light from the
northerly side of the road to a pole on the south side plus the
addition of three 100 watt mercury vapor lights.
The Board of Selectmen have approved all our recommendations but
as of this report for 1984 the lights on Railroad Avenue have yet to
be installed.
Respectfully submitted,
E. Albert Weare, Chairman
Marion B. Kinlock, Clerk
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Once again I would like to take this time to thank all the
Department Heads and the Board of Selectmen for all the assistance
they have given me throughout 1984.
The department has had a very busy year, and I praise the men for
a job well done. I would like very much to thank the residents for
their cooperation. Also, I am in hopes that at the Town Meeting the
residents will support and vote for the Life Safety Code 101. Anyone
havinn any questions, please feel free to contact me.
The new qenerator has been installed at the Fire Station; this
will insure the best possible communications in case of power failure.
The "New Fire Station Committee" is working very hard. As you
know, with the growth of the town, your Fire Department is also
growing, and with nrowth you need more space.
With the continued success of the Seabrook Fire Department I hope
to make this community a more safe and healthful town in which to live,






FIRE REPORT FOR 1984
Air Conditioner
The radio system is in operation at this office, and has been used
many times for regular business and emerciencies. There are meetings
still going on about the Radiological Response Plan between town
department heads. Public Service Company and New Hampshire Civil
Defense. There are a lot of items still in this plan that need a lot
of attention in the best interest of the town and its citizens.
The Town Emergency Management Plan should be finished up in the
next month or two, with the assistance of N.H.C.D. Agency.
I have had an item in the newspaper for citizens to be involved
in the Civil Defense system of their town government, with little
response. There are 17 members signed up with this office to assist
in any emergencies.
The Radio Chief, Edward Gove, and Assistant Radio Chief, Gerald
Frechette, have offered an amateur radio class for the public; the
class was finished with four people graduated with their novice
licenses.
The Emergency Management Agency is still working Mery close with
this office to obtain 50% of monies spent in this office. So far we
have received 50% of all we have spent, and have acquired valuable
and useful equipment for the Town of Seabrook.
The Seabrook Search and Rescue Team is still very active in and




Director of Civil Defense
POLLUTION CONTROL COMMITTEE
(SEWER STUDY)
The Seabrook Pollution Control Committee continued its attempt
to solve the town's ever increasing sewage disposal problems. At town
meeting in March 1984 the committee, in conjunction with the New Hamp-
shire Department of Water Supply and Pollution Control and the con-
tracted engineer, E.C. Jordan of Portland, Maine, presented a proposal
for a sewage system that would accomodate the entire town.
The proposal included a central processing plant to be located
on the present solid waste disposal site, with an outfall pipe
extending into the ocean off Seabrook Beach. The proposal was offered
in an article requesting 1.7 million dollars to pay for the system
design. An additional article for 5 million dollars was presented to
assist in defraying the future cost of the proposed system.
The voters turned down the committee's recommendation and request
for the 1.7 million dollars (by 8 votes), indicating that they did not
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agree with the need for a sewage system for Seabrook at this time. The
voters did, however, decide to identify some money for a future system,
and amended the article reouesting 5 million dollars to 2 million, and
the article passed.
The committee has been relatively inactive since town meeting due
to the fact that the state officials and the contractor are finalizing
the study report. It is anticipated that sometime prior to town
meeting, 1985, a public hearing will be announced, at which time the
system recommended and approved by the state for future state and
federal funding will be presented. Hopefully, the input from local
citizens at the public hearing will provide some specific guidelines





This year's 1985 budget proposal for welfare for the first time
in many years has actually shown a decrease of $18,000 as you will
note here and in the budaet recommendations. The welfare costs for
1984 was budgeted at $70^,000. Of this amount $50,653.74 was actually
expended in fiscal year 1984. I am also pleased to report this year
that the town has received $12,133.45 in reimbursements from persons
who have re-paid the Town of Seabrook for welfare granted in various
forms, mostly in the so-called "CHINS" cases which makes up the
majority of the appropriation in the welfare budget.
The net result of the lower proposed budget and the reimbursements
results in more than $30,000 savings to the town's taxpayers. The
principal reason that this can now be accomplished is that for the
first time in the history of the town (because of the town's charter)
there is now a person hired to handle welfare cases exclusively and
to deal with the many complicated laws involved with these matters
which entails federal, state, county, and local by-laws and regulations.
The selectmen have been relieved for the most part from this
burdensome and time consuming task of administering welfare.
I think it is important to also report here that no one who is
legally entitled to welfare in any form has been denied anything. What
in effect is happening is "the needy and not the greedy" are getting
help.
It is hoped through a cooperative effort of the Governor's Office
and all of the towns and cities, coordinated by the New Hampshire
Municipal Association, that a law may be passed this year by the
legislature that will relieve the heavy financial burden placed on the
communities of the "CHINS cases" (Children In Need of Special Services)




ROAD AGENTS REPORT FOR 1984
Beginning in April of 1984 we made speed signs to be
put up on Gove Road, Dearborn Avenue, Fogg's Corner and
Cemetery Road, now known as Fogg's Lane'.' These signs are
25 MPH speed signs and "Slow Children" signs, eight (8)
signs total. On April 5th. we swept the whole town; we
prefer rain when we do this to hold down the dust. In
the month of May we began cleaning the Beach with the rake.
¥e have been cleaning up the catch basins and we cleaned
the Beach with the rake once more; we are planning to go
back soon and do it again. In July we had to c]ean more
catch basins and do shoulder work on the edges of the
Highway. On July 12th. we cleaned the sea shore with the
tow rake, and gathered up a lot of bottles, cans, nails
and logs from the bonfires that people have made on the
beach
.
During the month of August the beach rake has been
used on a regular basis. We have patched the highway and
have taken care of the maintenance of the shoulders of the
highway. We are also cleaning catch basins in the whole
town. There has been a barricade installed on New Boston
Road. We have had the grass cut on the sides of the roads,
Beginning the first of September we started to clean
out the dam at Lake Shore Drive. We put up signs on the
fence on the South Main Ball Park. We finished the dam
at Lake Shore drive and also put a 5 ft . fence and seeded
in the banking. We are getting ready to clean out all
services and natural drains through the woods. Signs for
one-way streets are being worked on. These denote that
Atlantic Avenue should be one-way for the Summer. In
November we have to get washed sand and get some road
salt and mix the two together with Calcium Chloride for
Winter use on icy roads; and also have to get a supply of
salt for winter use. We have five snow plows and two
plow wings that have got to be scraped and painted, this
was done. We replaced the Summer float with the Winter
float at the Town Pier.
From May until October we work in the Cemeteries. We
worked at night for three weeks, three hours each night,
so as to get the program started; but the night rains
bogged us down. We are now working in the cemeteries 5
days a week. We have been mowing grass and filling in
sunken graves. The sunken graves are the result of people
being buried in wooden vaults. We fixed fourteen stones
that were either pushed over or blown over and broken.
The Rubbish has been a bit of a problem this year.
We have had trouble with SCA. We were not able to have
our clean-up program two weeks in succession as before, so
it waS: spread over three months. In the Summer months
we pick up the rubbish at the beach three times a week.
We have had to replace the batteries for the diesel
rubbish truck and also had to buy new tires . We bought
tires for the Chevrolet pick-up. We ordered a low-bed for
hauling equipment over the road, we went to Concord, N.H.
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Road agents report (continued)
to get It on May 21, 1984. We are presently making a
new office at the Town Shed. We have Installed a high
Antenna for our truck radios. We also have a tool crib
at the shed so we can lock up our tools.
We worked on Batchelder Road and Ledge Road. We have
a considerable amount of wood that we cut down from
clearing out to work on these roads. These projects were
stopped because the money allocated for them was frozen
due to problems with monies derived from the Power Plant.
We hope to have all our projects. Ledge Road,
Batchelder Road, the new office, signs in the cemeteries,
completed early In 1985-
Respectfully submitted:
Vernon G. Dow, Road Agent
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PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board has seen a large increase in subdivision and
plot plan reviews. In 1984 twenty-six cases were decided upon with
eighteen of these being commercial development. This increase
reflects the favorable growth climate present in Seabrook. The
increased workload has also had its effect on the turnover rate of
board members.
There is still a serious need to adopt some type of condominium
regulations. The Zoning Map, Master Plan and the Growth Control
Ordinance also need to be reviewed and updated, to conform to current
legal opinion.
Work has begun on the minor subdivision regulations. These
regulations will not be designed as a "less expensive means" of sub-
division but rather a means of providing flexible and discretionary
regulation for the landlocked or otherwise, parcels of limited access
to the public ways of Seabrook.
It is our hope that 1985 will allow us more time to review and
update our existing regulations and also allow us to continue to
provide an effective and efficient Planning Board.
Respectfully submitted,
William W. Moore, Jr.
Vice-Chairman
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
For the year 1984 the members of the Board of Adjustment were as
follows: Chairman Albert Eaton, Vice-Chairman Leon Clark, Clerk Nancy
Crossland, members William Dolan, Catherine Stetson, alternate members
Elizabeth Thibodeau and Phila Sturgis. In June of 1984 the membership
changed to the following: Chairman Leon Clark, Vice-Chairman William
Dolan, Clerk remained the samS, members Elizabeth Thibodeau, Paul
Cronin, alternate members Phila Sturgis and, appointed in October 1984,
Lucille Moulton.
The board heard eleven cases this year for requests for variances.
Four were granted and seven were denied.
The board, with the help of Regional Planner Tom Morgan, revised







The Conservation Commission operated with the same members this
year as last year, with the exception of Stanley Hamel , whose resig-
nation the Commission accepted with reqrets. Mr. Hamel was succeeded
by the appointment of Arnold Knowles.
We have spent the year reviewing proposed building projects. The
main focus of the Commission is the protection of valuable wetlands
and other unique areas in the Town of Seabrook.
Currently we are involved in producing a management plan for the
Seabrook Dunes. The purchase of this 53 acre site by the town is
currently held up in Superior Court. We sincerely hope that the





With the availability of the town truck and the hiring of a
licensed pesticide applicator. Mosquito Control field efforts got_
underway on April 9th. James Teckman, who had worked as a pesticide
applicator for Seabrook Mosquito Control in 1982 and 1983, returned
for the 1984 season. Jim was most helpful in filling in the new
Supervisor on certain aspects of Mosquito Control in Seabrook along
with the locations of known breeding sites. Having already done
mosquito control work in the town, mosquito control method training
and learning streets and breeding sites in town was not necessary.
Surveillance of freshwater breeding sites began immediately with
larvicide treatments beginning on April 19th. Treatment of salt-marsh
sites commenced April 23rd. Sites found to support larvae of non-biting
mosquitos were treated, using the Echo (Kioritz) motorized backpack
sprayers, with granular Abate 5%G larvicide. Abate 4%EC (liquid),
sprayed from hand-pumped Chapins, Altosid briquets and Flit MLO
(pupacide) were also used on a limited basis in appropriate situations.
"Spring" freshwater sites remained active into June due to heavy
rains. Salt-marsh areas required treatment after every monthly "flood"
tide (caused by the Full or New Moon) throughout the summer.
Due to the financial instability and near bankruptcy of Public
Service Co. of N.H. (which pays over 90% of the total property taxes
for the Town of Seabrook) in late April, a freeze was put on the town's
departmental budgets by the selectmen. No new oesticides were pur-
chased as planned (the various BTi larvicides) and the pesticides
already on hand (Abate, etc.) were used exclusively. The hiring of
two summer laborers to do stream clearance was also cancelled due to
the freeze. The previous Supervisor, Robert Spencer, had initiated
this phase of Mosquito Control in 1983 with many stream beds being
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cleared of natural and man-made debris allowinn better flow and
eliminatinn stannant water areas.
Evening adulticide spraying of all public roads in town was
done 16 times between May 25 and September 7th. During times of high
Aedes sol lici tans (vicious daytime biter) copulations, additional spot
adulticiding was done on certain woods roads and public athletic
fields. Cythion adulticide was sprayed using the Leco ULV sprayer.
Adult mosquito species populations were monitored weekly at
three sites in town using C02-baited CDC light traps. Specimens were
identified, counted, and recorded with results being sent to the
State's Entomologist and Epidemiologist as part of the Eastern Equine
Encephalitis monitoring program.
Plans for 1985 include an Open Marsh Water Management study to
be done in Seabrook and Hampton Falls. This study is headed by Dr.
Fred Short of UNH's Jackson Lab and is funded by a Coastal Zone
Management Grant through the Office of State Planninn. Extensive
research and implementation in the area of OMWM has already been done
in other New England states and is nroving to be a viable and a more
environmentally attractive alternative to chemical control of
mosquitos.
Depending on funding from the Town, the stream clearance phase
of mosquito control will start again in the summer of 1985. There is
also a proposal in the mosquito control budget to build greenhead
fly traps to be placed on the salt marsh.
BTi products will be integrated into the larviciding phase of





The members of the Seabrook Recreation Commission are: Vernon
Small, Chairman; Diana Randall; Salvatore Rubera, Vice Chairman; Harry
Knowles, Sr.; Charlotte Dow, Secretary; John Fowler, Jr.; Frederick
Felch and Richard Beckman, an alternate. The Commission continued
to hold their meetinn on the first and third Thursday of each month.
1984 was a busy year for the Commission, Director Sandra Beaudoin and
staff.
The main focus of the year was facilitatinn and developing the
new Seabrook Community Center, located at 311 Lafayette Road. Grand
Openinn was held on Saturday, March 10, 1984, and over two thousand
residents attended with excitement and enthusiasm. The Center opened
its doors to the community on March 12th, offering a variety of







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF SEABROOK
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1985
L.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Seabrook, in the County of Rockingham,
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the auditorium of the new Seabrook
Community Center, Route'l, on Tuesday, March 12, 1985, at 10:00 a.m., to cast
ballots until at least 7:00 p.m., of the same day, and to meet in the new
Seabrook Community Center, Route 1, on Thursday, March 14, 1985, at 7:00 p.m.,
to act on the Articles below.
Further, you are hereby notified that the moderator will process the
absentee ballots at 3:00 p.m., of the same day pursuant to RSA 559:49.
Article 1: To elect by Non-Partisan ballot: one (1) Selectman and
Assessor for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds
for a term of three (3) years; one (1) Tax Collector for a term of three (3)
years; one (1) Road Agent for a term of one (1) year; one (1) Fire Chief
for a term of one (1) year; three (3) Constables for a term of one (1) year;
two (2) members of the Planning Board for a term of three (3) years; two (2)
members of the Planning Board for a term of one (1) year; two (2) members
of the Budget Committee for a term of three (3) years; one (1) member of the
Budget Committee for a term of one (1) year; and one (1) Park Commissioner
for a term of three (3) years.
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 2: On petition of Anna R. Eaton and Seventy-Three (73) other
legal voters of the Town: Are you in favor of abolishing the Zoning Ordinance
of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire, and all amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Seabrook, New Hamphsire, by rescinding the actions
taken on March 5, 1974 (the Zoning Ordinance), on March 8, 1977 (amendments),
on March 14, 1978 (amendments), on March 13, 1979 (amendments), on March 8,
1983 (amendments), and on March 13, 1984 (amendments).
(Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 3: On petition of Robert J. Godbout and Thirty-Three (33) other
legal voters -of the Town: Amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance Section X,
Definitions of Structure: the last sentence to say, "Fences, stone walls,
retaining walls, walkways, driveways, movable above ground pools, recreational
areas and equipment which do not exceed one foot above ground level, are not
to be construed as structures for the purpose of sideline and set back
requirements."
(Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 4: On petition of Robert J. Godbout and Thirty-Three (33) other
legal voters of the Town: Amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance Section VII
Article C-1 (pertaining to use of the building permit): the last phrase to
read, "unless such undertaking is for normal maintenance or for emergency
repairs or of value less than or equal to five hundred ($500.00) dollars."
(Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 5: On petition of Robert J. Godbout and Twenty-Nine (29) other
legal voters of the Town: Amend the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance Section IV Article
C, Side Yard Requirements: to read as follows, "There shall be a side yard having
a minimum width of ten (10) feet for all residential buildings and structures,
fifteen (15) feet for all commercial and industrial buildings and structures, five
(5) feet for all residential storage buildings or metal or wood fabrication with
a total width and length of not more than twenty- four (24) feet, five (5) feet
for residential swimming pools. Steps and walkways shall not be considered a
part of the structure, but porches, piazzas, and other similar elements shall be
considered a part of the structure."
(Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
-lA-
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote on the following: Shall the
Municipality approve the Charter Amendment reprinted below? Amend the
Seabrook Home Rule Charter Part II, Section III Rules of Town Meeting Quorum ,
by deleting the word "quorum" from the heading and deleting in its entirety
the second paragraph of said section, [dealing with the requirement for a
certain quorum for town meetings.]
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote on the following: Shall the
Municipality approve the Charter Amendment reprinted below? Amend the
Seabrook Home Rule Charter, Part II, by adding Section XXIV, Public Works , as
follows:
There is hereby created the Department of Public Works. It shall consist
of a Director of Public Works, who shall be head of the department, and
all officers and employees assigned thereto. The Director shall be
appointed by the Selectmen and shall reside within the Town during the
period of his employment. He shall be allowed up to twelve months to
establish residency once he becomes employed. All officers and employees
shall perform their duties subject to the supervision of the Director.
A. The Department of Public Works shall have charge of and supervision
over the construction, management, and control of the town's water system
and all storm, water, and sanitary sewers, including the setting of
rates which shall be done only with the approval of the Selectmen.
B. The department shall have charge of the care, maintenance, and
construction of public dumps, public parks and playgrounds, cemeteries,
public beaches, public forests, shade and ornamental trees, and the
collection of waste and refuse. These duties shall not, however, conflict
and interfere with the duties and responsibilities of the Recreation
Commission so long as said Commission continues in existence.
C. The department shall have charge of the street lighting system and
shall be responsible for the maintenance, repair and extension therof.
D. All physical properties of the Town, including water distribution,
parks, playgrounds, and all municipal utilities not assigned to some
other department or officer shall be and are hereby assigned to the
Department of Public Works.
E. The Director of Public Works shall be custodian of all tools, equipment
and other personal property belonging to the Town and not assigned to the
care of any other public officer.
F. All persons currently holding office or performing duties in conflict
with or duplicating the authority granted to the Department of Public
Works herein, shall continue in office or in performance of these duties
until the Selectmen appoint a director, at which time the said office
and duties shall be discontinued.
G. The effective date of this amendment will be July I, 1985.
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes and to renew and refund Town notes.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for, accept and expend money from the state, federal or another
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the year in
accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to authorize and empower the
Selectmen to appoint such permanent police officers, fire fighters and employees for
all other departments of the Town as they deem necessary.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to sell at public auction or by advertised sealed bids such Town Property as^is
no longer used by the Town.
-2A-
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote pursuant to authority under RSA
80:42 III to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax title property in the first
instance to former owners of the property or the heirs of said owners for a sum
not less than the outstanding taxes owed plus accrued interest to the date of tax
deed; or failing such sale, then by advertising sealed bids or public auction, at
the discretion of the Selectmen.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal from the







(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Eighty-Six Thousand
($86,000) Dollars as the total cost of three Coastal Zone Management (CZM) grants,
to apply for Sixty-Nine Thousand Two Hundred ($69,200) Dollars from the state and
federal government as the 80% match towards said grant, and to raise Sixteen
Thousand Eight Hundred ($16,800) Dollars from taxes as the town's 20% match to the
above CZM grants.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
negotiate and sign a contract for the disposal and transportation of solid waste
collected in Town with one of the three companies below. Other terms of said
contract including cross indemnification and hold harmless provisions, shall be
fully negotiated by the Selectmen in accordance with the best interest of the Town.
1. a twenty (20) year contract with Refuse Fuels Associates of Haverhill,
Massachusetts, initially at a fee of Thirty-Six Dollars and Fifty Cents
($36.50) per ton, which amount will be subject to an adjusted, annual
escalation of the U.S. Consumer Price Index.
2. a three (3) year contract with Browning-Ferris Industries of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, initially at a fee of Thirty-Five Dollars and Fifty Cents
($35.50) per ton, which amount will be subject to a straight annual
escalation of the U.S. Consumer Price Index.
3. a twenty (20) year contract with Lakes Region Disposal Co., Inc., of
Rochester, New Hampshire, initially at a fee of Thirty-Nine (39) Dollars
per ton, which amount will be subject to a straight annual escalation of
the U.S. Consumer Price Index and any increase of the local gate fee.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars to purchase two 110 yard trailers for
the purpose of hauling the Town's solid waste to an out of town disposal facility.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Ninety-Five Thousand ($95,000) Dollars to purchase a 10 wheeler rubbish compactor
to replace the current one.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to approve the plans for the new
police station as presented by the Police Station Building Committee and release
the funding for its construction in accordance with Article 29 of the 1984 annual
town meeting.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to constitute a Board of Water
Commissioners in accordance with RSA 38:16 which shall consist of the Selectmen
of the Town. A person elected as Selectman shall also be elected as a Water
Commissioner and shall hold this office for the term of their office as Selectman.
The Board of Water Commissioners shall give direction and shall exercise
supervision over the Department of Public Works in the area of the Town's water
works system.
-3A-
Article 20: On petition of Warner B. Knowles and Nine (9) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Five Thousand ($225,000) Dollars for the purpose of
constructing a building on town owned land on True Road to be used for a shop
and garage for the Water Department.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000) Dollars for the purpose of hiring a Public Works
Director.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty-Three Thousand ($23,000) Dollars to hire a Labor Relations Negotiator
& Personnel Coordinator for the purpose of advising the Selectmen on grievance
matters, negotiating contracts with employees and employee associations and such
other duties as assigned by the Selectmen.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 23: On petition of Warner B. Knowles and Twelve (12) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirteen Thousand ($13,000) Dollars to add dental coverage to the Town's
present Health Insurance coverage to take effect as of May 1, 1985.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to adopt by reference as an
ordinance the provisions of the Life Safety Code, National Fire Protection
Association, Inc., Doc. No. 101, 1981 edition as amended.
Article 25: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
expend a portion of the funds raised and appropriated under Article 31 of the
1984 Annual Town Meeting to purchase one of the following sites for the location
of the proposed fire station and to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate such
other terms of the purchase in accordance with the best interest of the Town.
A. Adams parcel 1.5 acres. Smith's Lane -- $200,000
B. Straw-Grasso parcel — 6.5 acres. Route 1 $295,000
Article 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars to purchase an office management (small
business computer) system.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 27: On petition of Charles H. Felch Sr. and Nine (9) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five, Thousand Three Hundred ($5,300) Dollars
to purchase a copier for the second floor offices at the Town Hall.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty-Five Thousand ($25,000) Dollars to install an irrigation system and to
landscape the grounds of the Town Hall.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars to survey town roads in order to establish accurate
road widths for the purpose of installing drainage, sidewalks and shade trees.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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Article 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000) Dollars to complete the construction of Ledge
Road and Lower Collins Street.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 31: On petition of Sheila M. Bishop and One Hundred Four (104) other
legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand ($25,000) Dollars to be added to the amount
raised at the 1984 town meeting (article 47) for the layout and construction of
Cross Beach Road.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars to construct drainage systems along town
roads.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 33: On petition of Herbert E. Fowler and Fifty-Six (56) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand ($5,000) Dollars to purchase necessary pipe, catch basins, and
materials needed to install approximately six hundred fifty (650) feet of twelve
(12) inch underground drainage on a portion of Washington Street, between Route
286 and South Main Street.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Sixty-Five Thousand ($65,000) Dollars for the construction of two truck stalls
and enlarge the present sand-salt stall of the Highway Department.
($30,000 Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 35: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twelve Thousand ($12,000) Dollars to plant trees and pave roads in the town
cemeteries.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 36: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue as an open highway
that portion of Old New Boston Road which begins at a point seven hundred sixty-
five (765) feet westerly of the intersection of True Road and New Zealand Road
and continues to the Kensington town line, and make said road subject to gates
and bars. Said discontinuance and gates and bars to continue until such time
as the land adjoining said road may be developed for residential uses in
accordance with the Seabrook Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations.
Article 37: On petition of Michael A. Vedrani and Fifteen (15) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept a road commonly known as Dixon Way being shown as a proposed road on a
plan of land entitled "Subdivision of Land for E. N. Dixon Co., Inc., in Seabrook,
New Hampshire, Scale: 1" = 40', February 1978, Parker Survey Asso., Inc,"
said plan being recorded with Rockingham County Registry of Deeds as Plan No.
D-7651 upon recommendation of the highway agent and authorize the Selectmen to
accept a proper deed for the road from the owner, E. N. Dixon Co., Inc. The
said road is part of a subdivision off Old New Boston Road approved by the Town
of Seabrook Planning Board on March 13, 1978,
Article 38: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Hundred Eleven Thousand ($111,000) Dollars to dredge the Farm Lane Canal.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 39: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Seventy-Five Thousand ($75,000) Dollars to construct a bicycle path along
Walton Road, Lafayette Road and Washington Street.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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Article 40: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000) Dollars to construct a parking lot on town owned
land on Atlantic Avenue.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 41: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty-One Thousand ($21,000) Dollars to purchase land adjacent to the
Veteran's Memorial Park for future expansion of the parking facilities and
to authorize the Recreation Commission to negotiate said purchase.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 42: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty-Five Thousand ($25,000) Dollars to purchase a mini-bus for the
Recreation Department.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 43: To see if the Town will vote to accept the following donations
to the Seabrook Community Center:
1. One Kimball Piano given by the Happy Senior Citizens Club.
2. One Exercise Training Cycle given by K. J. Quinn Co.
3. One Exercise Barbell Set given by the USM Bailey Corp.
4. 'One Flag Pole and three American Flags given by the Seabrook
American Legion Post and Auxiliary #70.
5. One Exercise Rowing Machine given by the Seabrook Bank & Trust Co.
6. One Tennis Table given by Henry Jackman of Henry's Amusements.
Article 44: To see if the Town will vote to adopt and ratify the proposed
Taxi-Cab Ordinance:
1. No person shall be engaged in the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire, in
the business of picking up and transporting of passengers for hire without
having a license to do so from the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire, nor
shall any vehicle be used for such business unless it meets the require-
ments hereinafter stated, nor shall the owner of such vehicle(s) or
the proprietor of the taxi business in which such vehicle is being used
allow any person to operate such vehicle who is not licensed as here-
inafter provided.
2. All taxi businesses so licensed shall maintain an office in the Town
and all vehicles licensed and used as taxis shall be garaged in the Town
of Seabrook, New Hampshire.
3. Each vehicle to be used as a .taxi shall first be registered and insured
as a taxi and bear a taxi registration plate or taxi identification. All
documents and permits relating to the vehicles' use as a taxi shall be
carried within said vehicle at all times.
4. Each taxi business shall file a certificate of insurance covering all
its taxis with the Town Clerk no later then January 2 of each year, said
coverage shall be a minimum of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars
for property damage and a minimum of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000)
Dollars to Three Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars for personal liability.
5. All vehicles licensed and used as taxis shall display identifying
signs in letters not less than four inches high indicating the business
name, telephone number, and unit number (e.g.. Car 1, 2, etc.), as well
as an illuminated roof light identifying the vehicle as a taxi.
6. All vehicles licensed and used as taxis shall be inspected periodically
by the Seabrook Police Department by an officer(s) so designated by the
Chief of Police for safety equipment and cleanliness. This is in addition
to the standard equipment required for normal state inspection. Vehicles
shall also contain a fire extinguisher in proper working order, first aid
kit, a minimum of three road flares, 20 - 30 minute type, or safety markers.
The interior and exterior of all vehicles shall present a clean respectable
appearance at all times (weather permitting).
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7. The name of the owner of the vehicle, registration number of the
vehicle, and the rates of fare duly established, shall be conspicuously
posted on a printed card in such a manner for all patrons to read while
in the car or office building of the taxi company.
8. Taxicab rates shall be in such amount as are set from time to time by
order of the Board of Selectmen.
9. The rates charged to passengers by owners or drivers shall be
standard for all who are in the business of operating a taxi service
within the limits of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire. Any changes
in the fare schedule (in the Town of Seabrook only) require prior approval
of the Board of Selectmen.
10. Every driver of a licensed taxi shall at all times when driving or
waiting for employment display an identification card with taxi operator's
number, as issued by the Town Clerk.
12. All licenses granted under these rules and orders shall expire on
December 31st after the date thereof. No permit can be transferred to
another person without the written consent of the Board of Selectmen and
the payment of Fifty ($50.00) Dollars transfer fee.
13. No person under eighteen (18) years of age will be considered for or
granted a taxi operator's license.
14. Any owner or driver of a taxi convicted of procuring any alcoholic
beverage for a minor shall lose his taxi license forthwith.
15. The driver of any taxi shall, upon request by any passenger, issue
a receipt for the amount charged. Such receipt should indicate the
name of the taxi, owner registration number of the vehicle, amount of
the fare charged and date of transaction.
16. The owner or licensed driver of a taxi shall not unreasonably
refuse to carry a passenger for hire within the limits of the Town of
Seabrook.
17. Any license granted under the provisions of these rules and orders
may be revoked by the Board of Selectmen for just cause after written
notice and reasonable opportunity of the licensee to be heard.
18. Any person who violates these rules and orders shall be fined One
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars for each offense.
19. Whoever procures transportation within the Town of Seabrook, New
Hampshire, in any licensed taxicab and who willfully refuses to pay upon
demand the sum due and payable for such transportation under the
provisions of this by-law shall be liable for a penalty not exceeding One
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars for each offense.
Article 45: On petition of Susan D. Crowley and One Hundred Fifty (150)
other legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand ($30,000) Dollars to be donated to the
Seabrook Child Care Association, Inc., as the Town's portion towards the
construction of a licensed Day Care Center in Seabrook.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 46: On petition of Edna Hannon and fourteen (14) other legal voters
of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred ($3,500) Dollars to the Rockingham County Nutrition
Program for its hot, nutrituous meals served to the elderly at the Seabrook
Community Center, for its Meals on Wheels sent out to the homes of needy,
handicapped and elderly of Seabrook.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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Article 47: On petition of Veronica Bednas and Eleven (11) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town of Seabrook will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand ($1,000) Dollars to assist Seacoast
Hospice, a non-profit organization.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 48: On petition of Priscilla Lancaster and Fourteen (14) other
legal voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Thousand Twenty-Three ($1,023) Dollars to assist the Women's
Resource Center, a private non-profit organization.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 49: On petition of Willard F. Boyle and Eighteen (18) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Trustees of
the Trust Funds to withdraw a sum, not to exceed One Million Five Hundred Fifty
Thousand ($1,550,000) Dollars from the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Sewer
Fund, for the design plans and specifications for the proposed wastewater
collection, treatment and disposal facilities of a municipal sewerage system.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 50: On petition of Willard F. Boyle and Eighteen (18) other legal
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Million ($5,000,000) Dollars for the purpose of adding said amount
to the Capital Reserve Fund, known as the Sewer Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 51: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars to add to the Capital Reserve Fund,
known as the "Motor Vehicle Fund."
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 52: To see tf the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Hundred Thousand ($500,000) Dollars to add to the Capital Reserve
Fund, known as the "Municipal Building Fund."
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 53: To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the expense of the General Government for the protection of
persons and property, for health and sanitation, for highways and bridges,, for
the support of the Town Poor and'for all necessary expenditures for the ensuing
year.
Article 54: To transact all other legal business that may come before this
meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this // of February, in the year of our
Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Five.
Selectmen of Seabrook




We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants, within named,
to meet at the time and place and for the purpose within named, by posting an
attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting within named,
and a like attested copy at the Post Office and the Town Hall, being public





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ROCKINGHAM, SS. February j^, 1985
Personally appeared the above named Selectmen of the Town of Seabrook
and swore that the above was true to the best of their knowledge and belief.
Before me.
VUlCiiUA L. iOWLlSn, NOTARYPUDUC
MY COMMISSIONEXPIRES JUNE 30. 1986
JdTticff of the Peace/Notary Public
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF SEABROOK N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1985 to December 31 , 1985 or for Fiscal
Year From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5











Below is a chart displaying resident participation during 1984 based
on a daily average.
PRIOR TO CENTER OPENING
Jan. 9 - Feb.
OTHER GROUPS WHO USED OR HELD ACTIVITIES AT THE CENTER IN 1984
Town Voting Police Assoc. Wrestling Event
Town Meetings Miss Seabrook Pageant
Seabrook Lion's Health Clinic Winnacunnet Summer Basketball
F.O.R.S. Meeting Seabrook Elem. Sch. Basketball Teams
B.M.X. Raceway, Inc. Seabrook Elementary School Play
Police Dept. - Fingerprinting Pool Committee Meetings
Youth Rockingham County Nutrition Program
OTHER ACTIVITIES GIVEN ASSISTANCE BY THE RECREATION DEPARTMENT
B.M.X. Raceway, Inc. Firemen's Assoc. Softball League
Little League Association Little Warriors Football Program
In addition to the above activities the Commission and Recreation
Department are also involved in coordinating the Town's Annual Old
Home Days. The 1984 event began with the Miss Seabrook Pageant held
at the Community Center on Thursday, August 15th. Over three hundred
attended and Miss Maria Felch was crowned Miss Seabrook 1984. On the
following Saturday over twenty local groups were involved in providing
food booths and activities for the community's Old Home Day. Activities
during the day included: Softball Games, Volleyball, Field Races,
Monte Carlo, Bingo, Corn Huskinci Contest, Pie Eating Contest, Skillet
Throwing Contest, Horseshoe Pitching Contest, Entertainment, Barbecue,
Fireworks, and more. On Sunday the Seabrook Lions held the Annual
10 K Road Race and the BMX Raceway, Inc. held special BMX Races. Over
a thousand participated during the weekend of Old Home Days.
As mentioned earlier, the Commission's main focus of the year was
facilitating the Community Center. Many of their hours were devoted
to furnishing, equipping, setting policies, and hiring staff for the
Center. Projects which the Commission will continue their efforts to
complete in 1985 include: lighting and fencing for the town's B.M.X.
Track.
Volunteers were a major factor in the success in providing many
of the special events and sport programs in 1984. The need for
additional coaches and volunteers is increasing as we expand com-
petitive sport opportunities. Dances and special events are held
more frequently; therefore, more chaperones are needed. Many of the
same people have been volunteering and it has been greatly appreciated.
The Commission and department extend their thanks to all those who
have been contributing time and hope others will join in during 1985
to continue and sustain the recreational movement.
Respectfully submitted.
Recreation Commission:
Sandra L. Beaudoin, Director
Vernon R. Small, Chairman
Salvatore Rubera, Vice Chairman




Richard P. Beckman, Alternate
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REPORT OF THE CHASE HOMESTEAD STUDY C0I1I1ITTEE
This Coininittee met and reviewed several suggestions on the use
or dispostion of the Chase Homestead including requests from a local
civic group. With the advent of the moratorium on spending we set
aside any final proposal
.
When the moratorium was lifted we met and arrived at the follow-
ing decisions and proposals:
1. The Homestead represents a certain era in the Town's history.
2. With very few examples of the Town's heritage left, the Homestead
should be saved. (At least the main portion of it.)
3. The land on which the building is located is of more value to the
Town for uses associated with the Community Center.
4. The building should be moved to a suitable site on Town property.
5. The Town property west of the First Meeting House could be used
as an historical site.
6. The Committee proposes moving the main portion to the above
mentioned site.
7. The Town could use the building for any of several purposes, one
of which would be to turn the use and maintenance over to the
Historical Society.
To accomplish this the approximate cost to:
1. Separate the "wing" from the main portion.
2. To construct a foundation on the new site.
3. Move the main portion to that site.
4. Resurface the area where the wing was detached.
is estimated to be about $50,000. The Committee is recommending that
the Town consider carrying out this proposal during the summer of 1986,
This suggestion fits into the general suggestion of past studies
and comprehensive plans. See Section III, Page 13, Article 7 of the
Comprehensive Town Plan of 1967 by Hans Klunder Associates Inc., also
second GOAL on page 43 of the Seabrook Growth Analysis and Development
Plan of June 19G1 prepared by the Thoresen Group, as well as Policy
Four on page 5C of the Comprehensive Plan of 1982 (MASTER PLAN) by the
Thoresen Group.
The Committee wishes to thank the Town for the opportunity of
working on this project and, in so doing, contributing to the future
planning of the Town's Historical Heritage.
The Chase Homestead Study Committee
James E. Champoux, Chairman





REPORT OF THE COIfllUNITY CENTER BUILDING COtMITTEE
This is the final report of the Community Center Building
Comnittee. We have worked diligently over the last five years both as
a study group and a building committee on this project and with the
exception of a few matters now being investigated, which we will see
through to completion, the building is now carrying out all the funct-
ions for which it was planned.
The facility is a fine building constructed to service a wide
range of activities for people of all ages. We feel it is the finest
facility of its kind in the State, and we in Seabrook are fortunate
to have it. Its potential use, along with possible expansions in the
future give us a program which we can be justly proud of.
The Recreation Department through the Director and her personnel
have planned and are carrying out a wide range of activities for
children and grown-ups including Senior Citizens which has proven very
successful, and with continued cooperation and funding by the Town
this can become the true center for community activities.
The Committee wishes to thank all who have contributed to this
project. We feel justly proud of the accomplishment which was complet-
ed under budget and we are thankful we were given the opportunity to
make this contribution to our Town.
The Community Center Building Committee
James E. Champoux, Chairman
Leon VJ. Clark, Vice Chairman





After having visited several pools in the area we have come to
the conclusion that we will need another year to complete our study.
The committee would like to have our membership of three persons
enlarged to a five person committee with the permission of the Select-
men.
The committee at this time is still in the process of compiling
a questionnaixe jto be sent or distributed to residents of the Town. We
feel the results would help us to complete our study. We are checking
into cost, maintenance, size, gallons of water used and heat required.
When we started this study, we did not realize how many different
types of community pools there are available. VJe have found that be-
sides recreational pools, they are also used for physical therapy,
training for swim teams, teaching life saving classes and swimming
lessons
.
In closing, we would like to say that we feel a community of our
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Lydia Gould, who "kept the Brown Library together" during the
years before town funding, has entered full retirement. She served
for over 20 years. She will be greatly missed by hundreds of friends
and library patrons. We wish her the best of health and luck in her
retirement.
Helen Skinner, who came to the library in 1975 volunteering to
help Ilrs. Gould set up a modern cataloging system, resigned at the
end of December. She became a staff member and earned her N.H.
Library Certificate by completing 8 courses in Public Library Technique
at UNH. The greater part of the increase in circulation from a few
hundred a year to 13,018 has been due to her wise selection of the
books. She has worked hard informing the public of the many services
provided at the library. Her many friends will miss her helpfulness.
Elizabeth Heath has been engaged as the new librarian. She holds
a Master of Science in Library and Information Science and has a long
list of accomplishments. She welcomes all to come in.
Michele Eaton as assistant in the Children's Room, is doing an
excellent job. She conducts a Story Hour for pre-schoolers on Thursday
and Saturday. Her Halloween and Christmas parties were a huge success.
This past year she completed a course on Children's Literature at UNH.
The Lioness' Club gave a gift of $150.00 for the purchase of
large print books. The Library also received $500.00 from the Hampton
Rotary Club for the purchase of books on business. A letter of
appreciation has been sent to the Rotary Club for this generous gift.
There was an increase in the number of Memorial Gifts this year.
Books appropriate to the interests of the following people were
purchased and placed on the shelves; Wallace Knowles, Arthur Wilson,
Ada Knight, Ronnie Butler, Vera Carr, Philip Fuller, Thomas Felon,
Grace Follansbee, Byron (Buddy) Marshall and Theodora Beckman. These
books are greatly appreciated by the staff and readers.
Hours have been rearranged so the Library stays open continuously









Copier and fines 1,147.00
Memorial & other gifts 1,085.95
EXPENDITURES:
Books 9,865.62
Magazines & papers 902.67
Operating supplies 1,801.71
Maintenance 2,702.82








Payroll taxes ' 1,470.45
Balance Dec. 31/85: Operating fund 2,481.25
Books to be delivered 2,500.00
Investment income for
carpet 2,200.00




Stanley A. Hamel , Treasurer
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1985 REPORT SEABROOK DAY CARE CENTER
1984 marked a new beginning for Seabrook Day Care Center!
After the fire at the Rand Church in 1983, with no alternative site
available to meet State licensing standards, the Center closed for
5 months. Throughout this time a search was made to find a new locat-
ion. Through the efforts of the members of the Seabrook American
Legion, temporary space was prepared to meet State standards. On
February 17, 1984, Seabrook Day Care Center reopened its doors! The
Center is licensed to provide child care for 35 children ages 3-12
years, Monday through Friday from 6:30 am - 5:30 pm.
During 1984, Seabrook Day Care Center served 52 children (44
families) . 71% were residents of Seabrook, 48% of the families worked
in Seabrook as well. 68% of the families were single parents and 60%
received assistance for child care costs. Funding from the Town of
Seabrook is used to help families from Seabrook pay child care fees.
Enrollment has built up consistently throughout the year to where it
is full with a waiting list of families needing child care.
Sponsorship of the Center has been under the direction of
organizations outside of the area until this year. On April 1, 1984,
the Seabrook Child Care Association, Inc. took over operation of
Seabrook Day Care Center. This is a non-profit, tax-exempt N.H.
corporation with a Board of Directors elected by its members. Member-
ship is open to all people who share an interest in promoting better
child care services to families in the Seabrook area. Enrollment
priority is given to families with low income or with other disadvant-
age. With the support of families and staff at the Center as well as
support from community people, this move means that Seabrook Day Care
Center can better meet the needs of its community.
1985 marks the YEAR OF THE YOUNG CHILD . The efforts of the
Seabrook Child Care Association, Inc. will be directed at a community-
wide campaign to locate a permanent site for a day care center. A
petition will be made to the Town of Seabrook to help by leasing a
portion of town land and a portion of construction funds for the center.
Work will continue throughout the year to raise the necessary funds.
We hope that townspeople recognize the value of these services






TOWN OF SEABROOK 1984
STATEMENT OF TOWN CLERK'S ACCOUNTS FOR FISCAL YEAR
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES: $373,887.00




PLANNING BOARD FEES: . . 677.00
TOWN ELECTION FEES: 34.00
PEDDLER LICENSE FEES: 60.00
MOTOR VEHICLE DECALS FEES: 8,832.00








Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1984
TOWN OF SEABROOK. NEW HAMPSHIRE
- DR. -
Levi
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year 1985 1984 1983
Property Taxes . . . .
Resident Taxes . . . .
Jeopardy Taxes . . . .




Taxes Committed To Collector:






















Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes:
Bad Check Fee:







5 $y. ..980 .140 $139 ,,659 $ .21.*.1.9.0
- CR. -






Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes. .
Discounts Allowed ;
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes . . . .
Resident Taxes . . . .
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes.
Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes . . . .
Resident Taxes . . . .
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes.
TOTAL CREDITS
2,992
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1984
TOWN OF SEABROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DR.
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1984 1983 1982 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year* $







15,135 ^ 15,063 5 26,048
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $
Interest & Costs After Sale . .
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year. . . .









Property Taxes $ 12,992,338.78
Interest on Property Taxes 184.18
Resident Taxes 43,604.00
Resident Tax Penalties 117.00
Jeopardy Taxes 70.75
Yield Taxes 50.00
Current Use Change Penalty 3,350.00





Resident Tax Penalties 512.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 29,332.28
Interest & Costs 6,710.41 165,044.10
FROM STATE:
Revenue Sharing Distribution 176,004.57
Highway Block Grant Aid 49,714.17
T R A Refund 200.25
Railroad Tax 128.17
Grant-Art. #44 '83 Sand Dunes 8,000.00
Grant-Recreation Playground Food Prog_^ 3,211.00 237,258.16
FROM LOCAL SOURCES:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 373,887.00
Dog License Fees 2,896.30
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 8,566.75
Yankee Greyhound Racing 93,900.00
Building Permits 8,841.00
Marriages, Deaths, Ch Mort., Titles 10,034.00
Planning Board Fees 677.00
Sale of Decals-Fees 8,832.00
Ambulance Fees 5,865.00
Pistol Permit Fees 552.00
Monitoring Fees-Police Dept. 772.50
Auction-Police Dept. 157.10
Sale of Copies, Reports, Maps, Books 2,380.02
Recording Fees 121.00
Dump Licenses & Coupons 5,794.35




Interest on Deposits 138,075.34
Sale of Town Property 744.00
Sale of Tax Titled Land 300.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots " 2,008.00
Security Bonds-Timber Tax 167.10
Recoveries Town Poor 4,219.45
Reimbursement from State-Civil Def. 6,263.41




Interest on Trust Funds 831.67
Transfer Excess Water Revenue 115,000.00 $ 846,286.72
FROM U.S. GOVERNMENT:
Revenue Sharing transferred from Savings 150,000.00
Grant-Sewer Study Article #49 '80 10,800.00 160,800.00
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Temporary Loan 1,300,000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES: $ 15,749,115.25
Balance Jan. 1, 1984 3,165,201.09
Grand Total $ 18,914,316.34
Less Total Payments 13,520,525.03
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1984 $ 5,393,791.31
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance as per bank statement (Arlington Trust Co.) $ 1,746,413.03
Deposits not credited 153,549.81
$ 1,899,962.84
Less Outstanding Checks 1,256,171.53
$ 643,791.31
Certificates of Deposits (Indian Head Bank) 2,100,000.00
Certificates of Deposits (United Federal Bank) 2,650,000.00
$ 5,393,791.31
REVENUE SHARING SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance Jan. 1, 1984 $ 149,115.07
Receipts
:
Entitlement payments $ 141,800.00
Interest earned on acct. 12,214.12 154,014.12
$ 303,129.19
Payments
Money transferred to Gen. Fund checking acct. for Water
Bonds as per Article #16-1984 150,000.00
Balance as of Dec. 31, 1984 $ 153,129.19
Respectfully submitted,
Carol L. Perkins, Treas.
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GENERAL FUND BUDGET REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1984
ACCOUNT TITLE








Water Bonds 58,821.00 58,821.50 ^-
Total 58,821.00 58,821.50 .50-
INTEREST ON TEMPORARY LOANS
Interest Charnes 250,000.00 33,024.16 216,975.84
Total 250,000.00 33,024.16 216,975.84
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
N.H. Retirement 117,485.00 109,416.81 8,068.19
State Treasurer 55,944.00 55,486.04 457.96
Total 173,429.00 164,902.85 8,526.15
INSURANCE
Automobile Insurance 10,835.00 19,067.00 8,232.00-
Prooerty/General Liability 21,173.00 15,604.00 5,569.00
Police Professional Liability 5,445.00 3,528.00 1,917.00
Umbrella Liability 3,105.00 2,648.00 457.00
Uninsured Losses 10,000.00 1,852.72 8,147.28
Worker's Comoensation 97,852.00 95,657.26 2,194.74
Health Insurance 102,200.00 101,388.08 811.92
Unemployment Insurance 10,400.00 5,538.27 4,861.73
Bonds 1,700.00 1,900.00 200.00-
Miscellaneous Insurance 360.00 449.40 89.40-
Services 2,000.00 1,984.20 15.80
Owner Landlord & Tenant Liabi lity 1 ,000.00 ^ 1,000.00
Total 266,070.00 249,616.93 16,453.07
REFUNDS
All Expenses ^ 2,046.26 2,046.26-
Total .00 2,046.26 2,046.26-
UNCLASSIFIED
Taxes Bouqht By Town .00 14,605.19 14,605.19-
Payments to The State .00 2,210.00 2,210.00-
Temporary Loans (TAN) .00 1,300,000.00 1,300,000.00-
Petty Cash .00 59.85 59.85-
Security Bond ^ 50.0 50.00-
Total .00 1,316,925.04 1,316,925.04-
SPECIAL ARTICLES 1984
#17 Membership Rock. Plan. Comm. 4,322.00 4,321.80 .20
#18 8 Station Multi-Gyn Unit
#19 Linhtina BMX Track
#20 Fencing BMX Track
#21 Codification
#22 Coastal Zone Mnmt. Grant
#23 Sand Dunes






Snecial Articles 1984, Cont'd.
#30 Land - Police Station 105,000.00 5,097.50 99,902.50
#31 Land, Plan. & Ennineerinn
Fees - Municinal Uses 500,000.00 .00 500,000.00
#32 2 Police Cruisers 20,400.00 20,368.00 32.00
#35 Air Compressor - Water 11,500.00 .00 11,500.00
#36 3/4 Ton Utility Truck 13,500.00 .00 13,500.00
#37 Improve. Water System 185,000.00 .00 185,000.00
#38 Water - Standpipe 45,000.00 35,863.02 9,136.98
#39 Landscaping VMP 20,000.00 .00 20,000.00
#41 Communication System- CD. 6,321.00 .00 6,321.00
#42 Low Bed Trailer Hwy. 12,650.00 8,868.46 3,781.54
#43 4W Diesel Farm Tractor 25,000.00 .00 25,000.00
#44 Backhoe 22,000.00 .00 22,000.00
#45 6W Diesel Dump Truck 42,000.00 .00 42,000.00
#46 Pine Cone Drive Drainage 10,000.00 .00 10,000.00
#47 Raise & Gravel Cross Beach Rd50,000.00 .00 50,000.00
#48 Sidewalks 65,000.00 .00 65,000.00
#49 Adams Ave. - Drainage 8,800.00 .00 3,800.00
#50 New Hose - Fire Dept. 6,500.00 .00 6,500.00
#51 Generator - Fire Dept. 13,500.00 .00 13,500.00
#54 Big Brother/Big Sister 500.00 500.00 .00
#56 Motor Vehicle Fund C.R.R. 100,000.00 100,000.00 .00
#57 Municipal Bldg. Fund C.R. 500,000.00 500,000 00 .00
#58 Sewer Fund Can. Reserve 2,000,000.00 2,000,000.00 ^
Total 5,507,093.00 2,695,348.28 2,811,744.72
ENCUMBERED SPECIAL ARTICLES
#42'80 Study-Police & Fire 4,301.67 1,539.38 2,762.29
#49'80 Sewer Study 30,017.00 14,419.00 15,598.00
#10'81 Improve. Water System 74,917.97 8,069.71 66,848.26
#16'81 Recreation Complex 84,551.42 59,754.95 24,796.47
#38'81 Sidewalk-Causeway St. 5,000.00 .00 5,000.00
#25'82 Imnrove. Water System 38,434.69 32,403.23 6,031.46
#50'82 Legal Exnense -Home Rule 4,807.65 4,563.41 244.24
#22'83 Beach Parking 4,095.39 140.00 3,955.39
#23'83 Beach Sanitary Facility 5,878.44 2,318.00 3,560.44
#28'83 Water Main Transmission 60,596.63 53,542.50 7,054.13
#29'83 Rock Well 74,360.62 33,184.68 41,175.94
#30'83 Complete #25'82-Water 20,000.00 .00 20,000.00
#32'83 Fowler Ct. & Parkerville
Lane - Water Main/Hydrant 12,707.90 8,000.00 4,707.90
#33'83 Water Main/RR Ave. Bridne 17,760.46 508.60 17,251.86
#34'83 Move Telemeterina Panels 628.00 .00 628.00
#35'83 Studv-Retirement Plan 2,842.50 1,670.00 1,172.50
#40'83 Housing Authority Loan 245,000.00 15,000.00 230,000.00
#44'83 CEIP 8,000.00 8,000.00 .00
#46'83 Ledge Rd. , Pine St. ,
Lower Collins, Parking 62,193.09 33,612.98 28,580.11
#49'83 Land-Recreational 18,476.81 .00 18,476.81
#50'83 Recreation Comolex Fence 14,240.50 17,265.50 3,025.00-
#51 '83 Sprinkler System -Rec. 40,000.00 .00 40,000.00
#55,83 Civil War Monument 21 ,000.00 20,405.00 595.00
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Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson
accountants & auditors
A. Bruce Carri, C.P.A.
Stephen D. Plodzik, P. A.
iobert E. Sariderson, P. A.
193 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Seabrook
Seabrook, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining, individual
fund and account group financial statements of the Town of Seabrook, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1983, as listed in the table
of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances
.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above do
not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles
.
In our opinion, and except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the second
paragraph of this report, the combined financial statements and the combining,
individual fund and account group financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire at December
31, 1983, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining, individual fund
and account group financial statements. The accompanying financial information
listed as supplemental schedules in the table of contents is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the combined
financial statements of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire. The information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the
combined, combining, individual fund and account group financial statements and,
in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the
combined financial statements taken as a whole.





Combined Balance Sheet -A.il Fund Types and Account Groups









Due From Other Governments
Due From Other Funds
Prepaid Expenses
Amount To Be Provided For













REPORT OF THE WATER DEPARTMENT
There were 445,851,962 gallons of water pumped during 1984. In-
dustrial and commercial used 149,855,590 gallons.
There were 51 residential services installed in 1984. Two commer-
cial-industrial services were also added: Bank of America and Seabrook
Industrial Park.
The Water Department crew along with their regular and routine
duties repaired approximately twenty water leaks (7 were major - other
than a residential service), assisted in about another twenty leaks,
and replaced two fire hydrants hit by motor vehicles. The crew accom-
plished or assisted on several large or special projects. Some of
these projects are the following.
Early in the spring of 1984 we finished the Route 107 transmission
main project. The new 12 inch water main was chlorinated, flushed,
tested, and put into use. Also in the spring Methuen Construction Co,
completed the Route 286 - Pickens Avenue Project.
The Railroad Avenue Bridge removal involved much of our time in
the summer months. Temporary water services were installed to resi-
dents on Woodland Avenue and a portion of Railroad Avenue.' Water serv-
ices had to be relocated while others were replaced. Gate boxes had to
be raised and lowered; and finally, on Woodland Avenue, we installed a
new 8 inch water main, a fire hydrant, and 5 new water services.
On the Brooks Road Extension Subdivision, Whittier Drive Subdivi-
sion, Seabrook Industrial Park's Service, and the Route 286 - Pickens
Avenue project, we oversaw the installation of water mains and services,
fire hydrants, chlorinating, flushing, testing, and necessary repairs.
L. A. Hanna & Sons of Stratham, New Hampshire, cleaned, flushed,
and rated a new 4th rock well. This well is expected to go on line
before this summer. L. A. Hanna & Sons was also contracted to do rock
well investigation.
This work along with other projects was haulted because of the
Board of Selectmen imposing a freeze on all spending.
" Public Service Company assisted the crew by removing the electric
motor with a small crane at No. 2 True Road pump station, to make neces-
sary repairs.
The standpipe water tank on New Zealand Road was cleaned and
painted. The letters "Seabrook, N.H." were painted on this tank and
on our elevated tank on Route 286.
70
Again this year, we had no ban on our use of water. It was
noted that many residents, in the summer months, were watering their
lawns much of the daylight hours. This watering could be more effec-
tive if it is done in the evening when the sun is down; also, the lawn
wouldn't have to be watered as long as the daytime watering. Water is







Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1984
Receipts:
Water Use $ 282,430.02
Installation 5,698.08




Interest on Water Accounts 11.87
Water Leak 138.13
Accident 1,496.92
State-Dept. of Public Wks & Hwys 2,367.40
Other 20.00
$ 294,753.96
















Transferred to General Fund $ 115,000.00 115,000.00
$ 291,542.54
Balance"January~l~~l 9 84 $~~l7~268~30
Total 1984 Receipts 294,753.96
Interest earned on acct. 4,377.82 $ 316,400.08
Less Payments 176,542.54
Transfer to Gen. Fund 115,000.00
291,542.54 $ 24,857.54
Bal. Arlington Trust per. stmt. 118,973.95
Deposits not credited 22,550 .95
141,524.90














Statement of Debt Service Reauirements
December 31 , 1984
Water Bonds
3%
Amount of Original Issue





November 1 , 1955
November 1
May 1 and November 1
First National Bank












BECKliAN, Richard P. 760.00
BECK14AN, Robie H. Jr. 27,766.00
BEAUDOIN, Sandra L. 17,461.36
BELL, Lurene K, 962.53






BOYD, Stanley Sr. 4,553.70
BRAGG, Kyle A. 1,057.86
BROCHU, Paul D. 28,389.20
BROOKS, Lee G. 9,807.81
BR0V;N, Bruce G. 850.00
BROVra, Charles 8,573.55
BROWN, David A. 554.43
BROV/N, Howard J. 13,473.41
BROWN, Irving J, 24,422.44
BROVra, James A. 15,877.75
BROWN, Jerry W. 26,569.18
BROVJN, Norman H. 3,903.36
BROl^JN, Norman L. 19,507.32
BROWN, Robert B. 680.19
BROVJN, Sandra C. 13,345.08
BROVra, Viola 201.56
BROWI^, Virginia A. 17.82










CROSSLAIMD. Michael F. 23,070.86
CROSSLAND, Roy F. 25,843.35
CURRIER, David A. 17,509.35
GUSHING, Robert 13.13
DARLING, Philip S. 3,437.43
DEFRONZO, Steven 30.00
DELISLE, Joseph L. Jr. 25,053.74
DE14ARC0, John 21.56
DEMARCO, Maria C. 21,56
DEllARS, Joseph 550.00
DIBARTOLOMEO , Carmella . 46.88
DIBARTOLOMEO , Leonard . 3,294,00
DODGE, Coleen 20.63
DOW, Anthony Jr. 1,025,45
DOW, Charlotte M, 166,88




HALE, William F. • 650.00
HAMEL, Stanley A. 500.00
HEVJLETT, Harold W. Ill 2,312.90
HUMPHREY, Gertrude 201.56
IBELL, Harold G. 4,282.17
JACKSON, Sylvia 3,243.79
JANVRIN, Betty J. 396.57
JAIWRIN, Donna 39.38
JANVRIN, Ernest D. Jr. 19,168.29
JAWRIN, Frank E. 16,056.00
JANVRIN, Harold F. 250.00
JANVRIN, Karen 46.88
JANVRIN, Martha 13.13
JANVRIN, Martin P. 26,261.89
JANVRIN, Richard C. Sr
.
234.30
JONES, Russell C. 201.56
JORDANHAZY, Eugene F. 25,315.95





KNO^>rLES, Frank L. Jr. 21,171.30
KNOWLES, Franklin W. 534.72
KNOWLES, Lillian L. 16,908.37




KNOWLES, VJarner B. . 22,212.19
KRENZER, Melissa C. 780.56
LATTIME, Estella E. 142.50
LATTIME, Horatio C. 22,491.27
LEONARD, Lawrence E. 2,280.60
LEPIERRE, Richard E. 27.00
LEVERONE, Arthur 21.56
LITTLEFIELD, Clyde F. 576.00
LOCKE, Earlene U. 2,125.00
LOCKE, Robert 650.00
LOUD, Robert F. 466.60
MACLEAN, Laura 5,705.06
I4ANTH0RN, Patrick D. 22,940.57
MARSHALL, Charlotte K. 160.32
MCCALLION, Blanche 14,078.24
MCLAUGHLIN, William 21.56




MILLS, Louis A. Jr. 500.38
MILLS, Louis A III 10,710.00
MOORE, Jean S. 4,010.38
MORAN, Thomas W. 168.00
NICHOLSON, Dorothy 201.56
NICKLES, Willaim D. 22,563.75
78
NOVELL, Sheri Lee 35.00
O'BRIEN, Lawrence H. 5 412.90
OUELLETTE, Susan D. '24o!oO
PAGE, Howard C. Ill 26, 504 ,'63
PERKINS, Carol L. 18il35!56
PERKINS, Debra J. 13'o9o'61
PERKINS, Earl 'sooioo
PERKINS, Russell 16,896.53
PERRY, Manuel ' 49^69
PICKARD, Edward L. 3,912.84
PIETROWSKI, Paula ' 21 56
PITTS, Gary 700 '.00
PRESTON, Mark 23,936.89
RANDALL, Anthony T. Jr. 642.60
RANDALL, Diana P. 1,046.63
RANDALL, Herbert M. 13'967!lO
RANDALL, Walter I. 6^233.13
RICHARDS, Bryan 'l39!81
RICHARDSON, Barbara L. 61 7 ] 39
ROWE, Jerry 14,312.92
SANBORN, Ernest B. 23,093.44
SANBORN Keith '334! 10
SANBORN, Peter 13,127.55
SARACY, Stanley J. 200.00
SAUASTANO, Dean J. 158.' 00
SCHREMPH, Harold L. 4,459^93
SMALL, Elsie 800.00
SMALL, Eric N. 22,467.00
SMITH, Raymond 60.00
SOULIOTIS, Dee 1,424! 50
SOUTHER, Donna ' 4.69
STAN, Michael G. 2,599.00
STETSON, Elmer '800.00
STEWART, Mary L. 5,668.25
STOCKBRIDGE, Cora E. 13^931.91
STRANGI^N, Everett 1^034.54
STURGIS, Phila ' 45,88
SWANSON, Joyce I. 1,675.00





THOMPSON, Carlene M. 22,856.10
TITONE, Joseph F. 17 ^970.' 60
WALKER, Melissa G. 17,887,57
WEARE, Everett A. 21,56





















































Clerk - Receptionist 12,614 - 14,524
Custodian 14,084
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RECORD OF DEATHS IN THE
YEAR ENDING
PLACE OF DEATH DATE




Exeter, NH. 02-02-84 Josephine M. Somers 91
Exeter, NH. 03-12-84 William H. Standen 57
So. Portland, Me. 02-06-84 Pauline L. Taylor 58
Conway, NH. 10-07-84 Robert Eric Thurlow 21
Manchester, NH. 02-24-84 Arthur C. Wilson Jr. 73
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